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Three examples of three phase flow models which have been 
developed are compared under various conditions. Although the dif-
ference in oil recovery and surfactant trapping among the models was 
rather large with constant. salinity, a salinity gradient produced 
high oil recovery and low surfactant trapping with all three models. 
Since surfactant trapping is important and it is highly uncertain, 
this is another reason for designing a micellar flood with a salinity 
gradient, or something equivalent to a salinity gradient. 
The semi-discrete method was applied to a 1-D micellar/ 
polymer flooding simulator. By using a semi-discrete method, the 
time step size can be controlled and varied to be as large as pos-
sible without sacrificing accuracy. The stability limit can also 
be detected with this method. The method is tested and compared 
with the fully discrete method in various conditions such as differ-
ent phase behavior environments and with or without adsorption. In 
the application of the semi-discrete method, four different ODE in-
tegrators were used. Two of them are explicit methods while the 
other two are implicit methods. Although the implicit methods did 
not work as well as the explicit methods, there may be some improve-
ment possible. With respect to the computation time, one of the 
explicit methods which is based on the· Runge-Kutta approximation 
worked best. Although the method can save 20 to 30% computation 
iv 
time under some conditions, compared with the fully-discrete method, 
the results are highly problem-dependent. To improve the computation 
time, two methods are suggested. One is to check the error only in 
the oil or water component rather than all components or any other 
one component such as surfactant. The other is to check absolute 
error instead of relative error and multiply by a small conservative 
factor to the calculated time step size. 
The stability was analyzed for the oil bank, and for the 
surfactant front. The former imposes a rather constant limitation on 
the time step size continuously until the plateau of the oil bank 
is completely produced: Although approximate, the stability analysis 
for the surfactant front suggests an unconditional local instability, 
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Micellar/polymer flooding has been recognized as one 
of the most promising enhanced oil recovery techniques as well 
as co2 injection and thennal recovery. Some people refer to 
micellar flooding as a miscible displacement even though this is 
not always true. Even if there exist two or three distinct 
phases associated with the surfactant process, improved oil re-
covery can be achieved. Three major mechanisms that contribute 
to improved oil recovery by micellar flooding have been suggested 
as below 
(1) miscible displacement 
(2) ultra low interfacial tensions1 
(3) oil swelling or solubilization2 
3 In 1927, Uren and Fahmy concluded that the oil recovery 
obtained by flooding has a definite relationship with interfacial 
tension between the oil and the displacing fluid. Ever since 
extensive research has been done, especially in the laboratory, to 
analyze the mechanisms and efficiency of flooding with surfactants 
and other chemical agents. 
. 4 
The literature gives a list of 
representative references and brief summary of the history. In 
spite of this, however, the optimum method is still under investi-
gation both in the laboratory and in the field. 
1 
In designing and optimizing a micellar flooding pro-
cess, one is confronted with many mechanisms and corresponding 
physicochemical properties of the rock and fluid interactions 
that affect performance of a micellar flood. Important pro-
perties are phase behavior, interfacial tension, relative per-
meabilities, viscosities, dispersion, adsorption and cation 
exchange. Laboratory investigations to analyze process sensiti-
vity to each property are very difficult because they are highly 
coupled with one another. Accordingly, several numerical simu-
lators for micellar/polymer flooding5-l6 , 67 •68 have been presented 
both to aid in the interpretation of laboratory experiments and 
to scale it up for field applications. 
When one tries to simulate micellar flooding numeri-
cally, special care must be taken of surfactant transport in por-
d . 0 i i 1 bl . i 1 d. . l7 ,ls ous me ia. ne pr nc pa pro em is numer ca ispersion 
. 19 20 that may swamp physical dispersion ' , leading to a front appar-
ently much more smeared than it should be. The numerical dispersion 
2 
is produced from truncation errors when the spatial and/or time deriva-
tives in a differential equation are approximated as difference quo~ 
tients. The smeared solution may not cause much trouble if the 
surfactant slug is injected continuously. However, in actual field 
operation, the surfactant slug is usually injected as a finite slug, 
sometimes as low as a few percent of the reservoir pore volume, be-
cause of the high cost of chemicals. In such a case, simulated per-
formance may be quite erroneous and lead people to a wrong judgement, 
if the numerical dispersion is not treated properly. This is espe-
cially true when the phase behavior environment in the reservoir is 
Type II(+). 
The dispersion causes the peak surfactant concentration to 
decrease, which causes the concentration to fall below the multiphase 
boundary earlier, resulting in the earlier loss of one mechanism 
of improved oil recovery: miscibility. Furthermore, in the multi-
phase region, when the phase behavior environment is Type II(+), 
decreased surfactant concentration results in greater retardation of 
the surfactant and loss in the ability to cause oil swelling, another 
contribution to higher oil recovery. 
Another problem associated with the construction of a micel-
lar/polymer simulator is the lack of knowledge about phase trapping 
and flow character .when three phases coexist. 
There have been two competing design philosophies for surf ac-
. 4 7 10 7 tant flooding ' ' although, as Larson pointed out, the distinction 
is a matter of degree. One is to inject a relatively small pore 
volume (about 3-20%) 4 of higher concentration surfactant slug, usually 
with a non-zero oil content. The main mechanism of its oil recovery 
is miscible displacement: solubilize both oil and water in the reser-
voir leaving no residual oil since there exists no interfacial tension 
for single phase flow, until the chemical concentration falls below 
the multi phase boundary. The other is to inject a la:rge pore !Volume 
(about 15-60%) of lower surfactant concentration slug, usually with 
little oil content. The major mechanism of improved oil recovery is 
3 
4 
no longer miscibility in this case. Ultra-low interfacial tension 
between the aqueous and oleic phases due to the surfactant reduces 
residual oil saturation and increases oil recovery. 
1 Healy et al. showed experimental results which indicated the 
lowest interfacial tension between the microemulsion and either the 
oleic or aqueous phase occurred when three phases coexist. Nelson 
2 and Pope also showed higher efficiency of oil recovery in the Type 
III phase environment where three. phases coexist. Thus, the transport 
characteristics of three phase flow must be considered and included in 
the simulator to determine the optimum method of micellar flooding. 
Unforitunately, little experimental data which represent three 
phase flow in a Type III phase environment have been published. So 
we have to make some hypothetical model based upon reasonable assump-
tions. A few models for such three phase flow have been pre-
t d 5,9,37 sen e • Although it is very hard to say which is realistic 
from the simulated results, a comparison is made in Chapter IV among 
those models just as a reference. 
Numerical background 
In general, there are two approaches used to solve partial 
differential equations. One is the fully-discrete model and the other 
is the semi-discrete method. In a fully-discrete method, time deriva-
tives are discretized and approximated by the finite difference expres-
sions, whereas they are left to be continuous in a semi-discrete method. 
In both methods, spatial derivatives may be discretized and approximated 
as difference quotients: the finite difference methods, or the 
problem may be formulated as a variational problem in the spatial 
domain: the finite element methods. 21- 25 Furthermore if we 
consider equations that involve both parabolic and hyperbolic charac-
ters, like the well known convection diffusion equation, the finite 
difference methods can be categorized in two groups; one solves 
26-31 32-36 equations as parabolic and the other as hyperbolic. 
Fully-discrete finite difference methods that solve prob-
lems as parabolic are the most common techniques in the area of reser-
voir simulation, and have been used in micellar/polymer flooding simu-
lators to solve the continuity equations. Those techniques, however, 
exhibit some inherent problems when one tries to solve the case with 
5 
small dispersion. When the spatial derivatives are approximated by 
backward difference expressions, the solution is smeared by numerical 
dispersion. When the centered difference approximations are used 
instead, the solution oscillates. To eliminate those problems, one may 
have to use more grid blocks or nodes which increases computer costs 
and may be impractical in some cases. 
In this research, some semi-discrete methods are applied to 
a micellar/polymer flooding simulator which uses a parabolic techni-
que of finite difference methods. By using a semi-discrete method, the 
time step size can be controlled and varied to be as large as possible 
without sacrificing accuracy. Thus, it can be expected that the semi-
discrete method may save computation time. 
6 
When a semi-discrete method is applied to solve partial 
differential equations, they are converted to a system of' ordinary 
differential equations (ODE's), since the time derivatives remain 
continuous. To solve the resulting ODE's, a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 
(RKF) method, Adams' methods and Gear's backward differentiation 
methods were first tested. RKF methods are explicit algorithms 
to integrate with respect to time, whereas the other two are implicit 
(predictor-corrector) methods, which requires some iterative scheme 
to solve non-linear equations. The details of these ODE solvers 
are presented in Chapter V. 
After the test of all three ODE solvers, another algorithm 
which seemed to be more efficient was also examined. This algorithm 
consists of a combination of first and second order Runge-Kutta 
approximations. A brief description of the algorithm is given.in. 
Chapter VI. 
The micellar/polymer flooding simulator used in this research 
5 38 . 39 was originally presented by Pope et al. Then Wang and Lin made 
several improvements. The details of the simulator are described 
in Chap.ter III. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE SURVEY AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
In most chemical flooding simulators, continuity equations 
are solved for several components. Although the equations are 
highly non-linear, their character is quite similar to the well 
known linear convection diffusion (C-D) equation. Depending on the 
degree of dispersion, the character of the equations ranges from para-
bolic to almost hyperbolic. 
Among the chemical flooding simulators which have been pre-
sented, fully discrete finite difference methods that solve equations 
as parabolic are the most common techniques. 5-9 Some authors employ 
18 11-14 the analysis of Lantz. Other authors use higher order accurate 
approximation. 28 , 29 Since these techniques are suitable for parabolic 
equations, they have inherent problems when the level of dispersion 
is very low. The Lantz's technique may become impractical because of 
great computation time, since it requires fine grid spacing to ap-
pr~ximate low dispersion. Furthermore the continuity equations are 
usually solved explicitly, which imposes a strict limitation on the 
time step size and makes the computation time proportional to the 
square of number of spatial grid points. The higher order accurate 
methods, on the other hand, require fewer spatial grids to attain the 
same level of dispersion. Fine grid spacing, however, is still re-
quired for lower dispersion to avoid oscillation. It also involves 
the problem of small time step size due to explicit solution. 
7 
8 
Todd and Chase11 used an automatic time step size control in 
a chemical flooding simulator. They varied the step size based on the 
relative changes of variables during the last time step. This techni-
que may be called "the method of relative changes" and distinguished 
from semi-discrete methods which control time step size based on esti-
mated truncation error made during the last time step. 
The method of relative changes is rather widely used in reser-
voir simulation. 40 Coats applied the same kind of method to a steam-
flood simulator and Grabowski et al. 4 used its modified form in a 
general purpose thermal model for in situ combustion and steam. How-
ever, these methods only rely on the observation that large changes in 
the variables mean more error and small changes mean less error. Al-
though the error control is not rigorous, this method can control sta-
bility. If the stability condition is not met on the way of continuous 
integration, the large change in the variables due to instability makes 
the time step size smaller, and forces it back toward the stability 
region. However, the point is that a stable scheme does not necessarily 
mean high accuracy. 
Some ordinary differential equation (ODE) solvers have been 
applied to solve partial differential equations with the semi-discrete 
method. When an ODE-solver is used for time integration, truncation 
error made during one time step is estimated and then the time step 
size is varied according to the estimated error. The semi-discrete 
method has two advantages over fully discrete methods: 
1) by changing time step size and the order of integration 
9 
scheme, truncation error associated with time integration is kept uni-
form while being forced to stay within error tolerance which is usually 
specified by users. 
2) time step size is controlled to be as large as possible 
without sacrificing accuracy. 
Sincovec42 introduced Gear's all-purpose ODE-solver43 into 
reservoir simulation problems when he applied the semi-discrete method. 
Although he had difficulty in solving a highly non-linear problem, he 
obtained successful results in other problems. 44 Jensen applied a first 
order predictor-corrector method, which is based on Gear's approach, 
to automatically select the time-step size in a finite difference 
steam injection reservoir simulator. He compared the scheme with 
the method of relative changes and showed the superiority of his scheme. 
Sepehrnoori and Carey 45 applied several sophisticated ODE-
solver programs to stiff and non-stiff initial-value systems arising 
from representative evolution problems. Basic algorithms used in those 
programs are Adams' method, Gear's method and the modified (extended 
stability region) Runge-Kutta method. The efficiencies of those al-
gorithms are compared for each problem. They found that the per-
formance of each method is highly problem dependent. 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF MICELLAR/POLYMER FLOODING SIMULATOR 
3.1 Basic Assumptions and Governing Continuity Equations 
The continuity equations for multiphase multicomponent flow 
are derived based on the following assumptions. 
(1) Isothermal system. 
(2) One-dimensional flow with homogeneous rock properties. 
(3) Rock compressibility is negligible. 
(4) Gravity and capillary pressure are negligible. 
(5) Fluid properties are a function of composition only. 
(6) The volume of a mixture is equal to the sum of individual 
pure-component volumes: volume does not change upon 
mixing. 
(7) Pure component densities are constant. 
(8) Local thermodynamic equilibrium exists everywhere. 
(9) Darcy's law applies. 
(10) No chemical reaction occurs (no appearance or disappear-
ance of any species). 
Given the above assumptions and some other minor assumptions, 
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Ci = (1 - I C.)C. + c. 
i=l l. l. l. 
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c. = I s.c .. l. . 1 J l.J J= 
(3.2) 
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Definitions (3. 2) and (3.3) give 
since 
And 
NCOMP NCOMP -I c. = 2: c. = 1 l. l. i = 1 i = 1 (3.4) 
NCOMP M 
I c .. = 2: s. = 1 
i = 1 l.J j=l J 
C. = volume of component i adsorbed per unit pore volume l. 
Cij = concentration of component i in phase j 
k. = effective permeability to phase j 
J 
11 
µj viscosity of phase j 
~ = superficial (Darcy) velocity of total phase 
¢ = porosity 
L = length of system 
x = distance 
°uj = dimensionless longitudinal dispersivity 
M and NCOMP are the number of phases and components, respectively. 
The derivation of Eq. (3.1) is given in Appendix B. 
If assumption (11) below is added, we get 
ac. M 
_i + 2: 
atD j=l 
(3.5) 
(11) Physical dispersion can be approximated adequately by 
numerical dispersion by selecting the appropriate grid 
size and time step. 
When equation (3.5) is fully discretized using a backward 
difference approximation in space and forward difference in time, 
the actual equations we solve are 
12 
C3(f.C •• ) 
J l.J - 0 (3.6) 




More detail of this approximation will be discussed later. 
(3.7) 
Although assumption (11) is based on the analysis of single-
phase flow (linear convection diffusion equation), it may be area-
sonable approximation in many cases. Lin39 has tested the numerical 
difference between this approximation compared to solving equation 
(3.1) with a very large number of grid blocks to minimize numerical 
dispersion. He found close agreement, but no way of generalizing 
this result to other cases has been developed. When assumption (11) 
is employed, the porous medium is, in effect, being modeled as a 
series of well-stirred tanks, each of which at each time step dumps 
a portion of its contents into the next tank forward according to 
the fractional flow rather than saturation of each phase. 
In the simulator, equation (3.1) is solved rather than equa-
tion (3.5). However, the former is easily converted to the latter 
by only setting aDj = 0 in input data. When aDj > 0 it should be 
noted that the solution obtained includes both physical dispersion 
and numerical dispersion. In other words, the solution obtained 
from equation (3.1) always includes more dispersion compared with 
13 
the one obtained from equation (3.5) as long as a positive value 
of aDj is used. Although negative values of aDj are non-physical, 
Lin39 tried some numerical experiments, expecting that numerical 
dispersion is cancelled somehow by the negative ~j· The results 
seem to be successful to some extent. Some oscillation, however, 
is still inevitable when the desired order of effective dispersion 
(the sum of numerical and physical dispersion) is low. 
14 
Because aDj was set to be zero for all test runs, the numerical 
approximation of equation (3.5) rather than (3.1) is discussed here. 
In other words~assumption (11) remains in this research. The ap-
proximation of equation (3.1) is discussed by Lin. 39 
Equation (3.5) is solved numerically by either the semi-
discrete or fully discrete finite difference method. In either 
case, spatial derivatives are discretized using single-point (one-
point) upstream weighting. For the fully. discrete method, time 
derivatives are approximated by forward differences which allow 
explicit solutions. For semi-discrete methods, time derivatives 
are continuous, rather than discretized, allowing the application 
of Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) solvers (which then con-
tain the time discretization). 
Fully discrete finite difference equations .are solved ex-
plicitly as below 
b.tD M . 
(C.)t - -;:--- L {(f.C .. ) 
1 D u~ j=l J l.J ~ 
(f.C .. ) " } 
J l.J ~ - L\~ 
(3. 8) 
15 
Taking the truncation error into account, the actual equations being 
solved are 
+ HOT = 0 (3. 9) 
where HOT means higher order truncation errors. In most cases the 
time step size 6tD is forced to be much smaller than 6xD to keep sta-
bility because the explicit method is used. Therefore, the dispersion 
is controlled by 6xD, or the number of grid blocks. 
When semi-discrete finite difference methods are used, equa-
tions (3.10) below are to be solved 
(3.10) 
where time is retained as a continuous variable. This semi-discrete 
approach yields an initial value system of ordinary differential 
equations with respect to time. Because every component in one 
block affects the right-hand side of equation (3~10) for all com-
ponents in the same block and the next (downstream) block, all con-
centrations in all blocks are coupled. Then the number of equations 
involved in the system is given by the product of the number of com-
ponents and the number of spatial grid points. For example, when six 
components and forty points are used, a system of two hundred and 
forty equations has to be solved. Reordering of each component in 




Y reordered variable m 
m (k - l)*NCOMP + i 
k·= block number 
i = component number 
NCOMP = number of components 
This semi-discrete system is solved making use of an ODE 
solver. Such a technique is sometimes referred to as the method 
of lines. This name came from the fact that the dependent variable 
is integrated along the lines of fixed spatial points with varied 
time as shown in Figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.1 Method of lines. 
Even though the time derivatives remain continuous, their 
integration must be done numerically, which means that truncation 
error associated with the integration are inevitable. However, 
the degree of such truncation errors can be much smailer than the 
one produced from fully discrete methods, if compared with the same 
time step size. Thus the truncation errors, TE, associated with 





2 a (f.Ci.) 
J J (3.12) 
Even if a semi-discrete method is used, physical dispersion can be 
approximated by numerical dispersion in a similar way as with the 
fully discrete method. 
Since the derivatives involved in equation (3. 5) are first 
order with respect to both time and space, one of each temporal and 
spatial boundary conditions are required. Temporal boundary condi-
tion (initial condition) has to be given to the simulator by the 
user to start computation. Usually the initial condition is set to 
be the post-waterflooding condition. The spatial boundary condition 
is taken to be the inflow concentrations during each time step (cor-
responding to the injection of slug or drive). 
3.2 Auxiliary functional relationships 
In order to solve the continuity equation (3.1), many 
functional relationships as well as additional assumptions are needed 
17 
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to obtain Cij and fj. 
Component number and phase number are determined as follows. 
At most seven components are considered: (1) water, (2) oil, (3) 
surfactant or surfactant and cosurfactant, (4) polymer, (5) total 
anions, (6) calcium ion, and (7) alcohol. The alcohol can be combined 
with the surfactant as component three. Adding the surfactant and 
alcohol components together is an approximation. The accuracy depends 
greatly on the particular system and conditions involved. The maxi-
mum number of mobile phases considered is three: (1) aqueous, 
(2) oleic, and (3) microemulsion. The last one is defined simply 
as the phase containing the highest concentration of surfactant. The 
details are shown in Figure 3.2. It should be noted that the number 
of phases changes from time to time and place to place, depending on 
the total composition (including salinity), with some phase appear-
ing and some phase disappearing. 
The polymer and electrolytes are assumed to occupy negligible 
volume. The adsorption of water, oil, and alcohol is zero. Polymer 
(c
4
) and calcium (C6) do adsorb, but occupy no voll.lllle. Thus, equa-
tion (3.2) is rewritten 
(3.13) 
The polymer is assumed to be entirely in the most water-rich phase, 
whereas the electrolytes are assumed to be uniformly distributed in 
the water component. 
3.2.1 Effective salinity 
Since the physical properties depend on both salinity and 
calcium, an effective salinity CSE is defined. When the surfactant 






) equals the monovalent cation and S is a weighting 
factor which accounts for the difference in effectiveness between 
monovalent and divalent cations. 
If the surfactant is anionic 
(3.15) 
wh C . h 1 . f 1 8 •46 0 d ere 8 is t e ca cium-sur actant comp ex concentration an 
(c3 - c8 + c5 - c6) equals the monovalent cation. 
When only sodium ion is considered to exist as a cation, 
c6 can be used as a tracer by setting S equal to unity, instead of 
setting c6 equal to zero. 
Although not used in this study, it should be noted that 
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h d f . . . f c h b l" d27 i 1 d h f t t t e e inition o SE as een genera ize to nc u e t e sur ac an 
and alcohol dilution effects. 1 •48- 50 
is different from a for surfactant. 
Also, in general S for polymer 
65 Just recently, Fil has imple-
66 mented Hirasaki's cation exchange-micelle model which can be used 
rather than the "complex model" referred to above. Electrolytes are 
then no longer uniformly distributed. 
3.2.2 Phase behavior 
In this section, equations required to calculate phase con-
centrations and saturations are presented. The independent variables 
20 
here are CSE' c1 , c2 , and c7 . Since adsorbed surfactant is not con-
sidered to affect phase behavior, total concentrations add as follows: 
(3.16) 




are sunnned up 
to make a single pseudo-component. Thus the pseudo ternary diagram 
concept is employed. 
Although the simulator is designed to deal with Type II(-), 
Type III, and Type II(+) phase environments, only equations for the 
Type II(-) and Type II(+) phase environments are presented. When 
Type III phase environments arise, coordinate rotation is performed 
and plait points for both two-phase nodes and invariant point are 
moved continuously according to salinity. 37 
(1) Binodal curve and distribution curve 
For Type II(-) or Type II(+) phase environment, the Hand 
. 51 . 1. d equation is app ie . Regardless of phase number j, the composition 




where parameter A is a function of salinity and is discussed later in 
more detail. Parameter B is taken to be a constant of minus unity, 
which yields a sy.mmetric binodal curve, in all the subsequent discus-
tion. The volume fractions must add to one for the pseudo-ternary, so 
= 1 (3.18) 
Combining equations (3.17) and (3.18) with B = -1, 
(3.19) 
(3. 20) 
In addition to equation (3.17) the concentrations of the two 
equilibrated phases satisfy the following Hand equations: 
(3. 21) 
Here the definition of phase number is different from that mentioned 
before only for convenience. Since only two phases are con-
sidered, left of the plait point is called phase 1 and the right of 
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the plait point is phase 2. Calculation of parameter E as well as 
parameter A is given later. Parameter F is taken to be unity in all 
subsequent discussion. 
(2) Parameter estimation 
Parameter A is calculated based on the set of three input 
parameters, c3MAXO' c3MAXl' and c3MAX2 , which are physically the maxi-
mum height of the binodal curve at CSEN = 0, 1, and 2, respectively. 
Here CSEN is normalized salinity: salinity divided by optimal 
salinity. In this model, the optimal salinity is defined as the 
salinity that yields a Type III phase environment and an oil concen-
tration at the invariant point of 0.5. First, parameters A at the 
three salinities are calculated 
( 
2C3MA.Xk )2 
~ = l - C3MAXk k = 0,1,2 





Parameter E can be obtained from the location of the plait 
point. Since at the plait point the two phases are exactly the same, 
equation (3.21) is rewritten: 
(3. 24) 
where the subscript p indicates the plait point. Then, solving 
(3.24) for E gives 
(3.25) 
Since the plait point is on the binodal curve, eq~ations (3.19) and 
(3.20) are applicable. Thus only c2P and A are required to calculate 
parameter E. 
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For Type II(+) and Type II(+) phase environments, the oil con-
centration at the plait point (c2p) is assumed not to change with 
salinity, while c1p and c3p change according to equations (3.19) and 
(3.20). The value c2p for both Type II(-) and Type II(+) phase en-
vironments must be given as input data. 
(3) Calculation of phase concentrations and saturations 
Suppse CSE and the total concehtrations as well as all input 
parameters are given and the phase behavior environment is Type II(+) 
or Type II(-). Then the equations used and unknowns involved are 
summarized in Table 3.1, which indicates that we need one more equa-
tion to solve the system of equations. Since the two-phase composi-
tions are located on the tie line which goes through total composi-
tion (see Figure A.l), equation (3.26) below must be satisfied. 
(3.26) 
where the definition of phase number is the same as the one used in 
equation (3.21). Now the number of equations and the number of un-
knowns are balanced, which means the equations are solvable somehow. 
First, A, c3P, Clp' and E are calculated explicitly. Then some 
iterative method is used to solve equations (3.18), (3.19) and (3.21) 
for all C .. , if the plait point is not located at the corner. If 
l.J 
the plait point is at the corner, every unknown can be solved ex-
plicitly, since the composition of the excess phase is known. 
Once the composition of both phases is obtained, the satura-
tion of each phase is calculated from overall material balance. 
i = 1,2,3 (3. 27) 
3.2.3 Adsorption 
The adsorption isotherms for both surfactant and polymer are 
. 52 Langmuir-type 
i = 3 or 4 (3.28) 
where C~. refers to the concentration of component i in the phase 
l.J 
richest in component i. Or 
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C :C. = max ( C .. ) 
1] j = 1,3 1] 
i = 3 or 4 (3.29) 
Parameters ai and bi should be determined from experimental data. 
b. is a constant, while a. can be a function of salinity, which al-
1 1 
lows adsorption to be salinity dependent. 
(3. 30) 
In subsequent example calculations, a 4 was assumed to be a 
constant, which makes polymer adsorption salinity independent. Fur-
ther assumptions are made as follows. Surfactant adsorption is re-
25 
versible with salinity but irreversible with surfactant concentration. 
Polymer adsorption is irreversible. 
3.2.4 Phase viscosity 
where 
A new generalized viscosity mode137 was used. 
µ = viscosity of water without polymer 
w 
µ = viscosity of oil 
0 
and the a parameters were assumed to be constants. 
When polymer is present in the phase considered, µ is re-
w 
placed by µ , which accounts for the effect of polymer. First the p 
concentration of polymer and salinity is taken into account. 39 
where 
(~ - l)b c4 . R = 1 + ax p J 




Apl' Ap 2' Ap 3 = constant coefficient 
s constant exponent p 
~ = permeability reduction factor 
11anax = maximum value of ~ 
b = constant coefficient p 
(3.32) 
(3. 33) 
In equation (3.32), the permeability reduction factor is multiplied 
to increase viscosity rather than decreasing permeability. From the 
viewpoint of mobility, they have the same effect. The permeability 
reduction is modeled as permanent (irreversible). 
3.2.5 Interfacial tension 
1 A set of two empirical equations presented by Reed and Healy 
are used to calculate interfacial tensions (IFT's) 
G 
26 
log y = G + 11 





+ G23(C23fC33) + 1 mo 
(3.34b) 
where 
Ywm interfacial tension between aqueous and microemulsion 
phase 
Y = interfacial tension between microemulsion and oleic mo 
phase 
and parameters (G's) must be obtained from experimental data. 
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When the phase environment is Type II(-), only equation (3.34b) 
is used while type II(+) requires only equation (3.34a). If phase 
environment is Type III and three phases coexist, both equations 
(3.34a) and (3.34b) are used to obtain two interfacial tensions. 
As concerns either Type II(-) node or Type II(+) node of Type III, 
one of eqhlations (3.34) is used in a similar way to Type II(-) or 
Type II(+) phase environment. Several examples of the effect of the 
G's on the calculated interfacial tension are shown in Figures 3.3 
through 3.6. In these figures, the solubilization parameter desig-
nates the ratio c13Jc33 or c23 /c33 in equations (3.34). 
3.2.6 Trapping function and residual phase saturation 
53-55 . Several authors have shown the dependence of residual 
phase saturation on the capillary number, which represents the ratio 
of viscous force to capillary force. Figure 3.7 shows the typical 
example presented by Gupta and Trushenski, 55 which suggests the ap-
plicability of equations below for the regions where residual satura-
tion changes 
(3.35) 
where S. is the residual saturation of phase j, which can be either 
Jr 
wetting phase or non-wetting phase. And 
a,b = constant 
6P/L = pressure gradient 
k = absolute permeability 
y = interfacial tension 
From Darcy's law, the capillary number in equation (3.35) can be 











= 2: (k /µ.) 
j r. J 
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Since, in a water-oil system with no chemical, the residual saturation 
of water (s1rw) and oil (s 2rw) can be considered to be constant, 
equations (3.35) can be rewritten 
(3. 38) 
where sjrw equals to slrw for wetting phase and equals to s2rw for 
non-wetting phase. Parameters T's in equation (3.38) depend on 
fluid/rock properties such as wettability and have to be determined 
from experimental data. When only two phases exist, there is only 
one interfacial tension considered, and it is substituted into 
equations (3.38) for both wetting phase and non-wetting phase to 
calculate residual saturations. Meanwhile for the case where three 
phases coexist, phase trapping behavior is still poorly understood. 
Although much more experimental work and prudent investigation is 
being expected in this area, a few models have been suggested and 
will be discussed later. 
Since equations (3.38) are applied only to the region where 
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residual saturations change as shown in Figure 3.7, the residual is set 
to the water-oil (no-surfactant) value when the calculated residual ex-
ceeds the water-oil value. If ·he calculated residual is negative, the 
residual is set to zero. Furthermore, as a special feature of chemi-
cal flooding, saturations can become less than the residual due to the 
phase behavior (partitioning or mass transfer). In such cases the 
residual saturations are set to the saturations calculated after the 
"flash" calculation. 
3.2.7 Relative Permeability 
The relative permeability model used in this research 
was modified from the one used in the original model. The basic 
idea is to make relative permeabilities (krj's) approach the proper 
limits when surfactant is involved. In this section, only the 
equations for two-phase relative permeabilities are presented. For 
three-phase flow, three different models will be introduced and 
discussed in the next chapter. When there exist only two phases, 
the requirements are 
(1) k .'s approach their water-oil (no surfactant) values 
. rJ 
as the capillary number decreases 
(2) k .'s approach their respective phase saturations 
rJ 
as capillary number increases 
There are several cases which involve only two phases: surfactant 
free, Type II(-), or Type II(+), phase environment, and either of 
the two phase nodes of the Type III phase environment. In these 
cases, one phase can be identified as wetting and the other as 
non-wetting, presuming that one phase preferentially wets the rock 
surface. 
The assumed relative permeabilities are 
(3.39) 
j 1 j' 
where 
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S. = saturation of phase j 
J 
Sjr = residual saturation of phase j 
k~j = end point relative permeabilities 
(krj-value at other phase's residual saturation to 
phase j) 
e. = "curvature" of relative permeability curve of phase 
J 
j in reduced saturation space 
Again in equations (3.39), phase j can be either wetting or non-
wetting phase. When phase j is wetting phase, phase j' is non-· 
wetting phase (and vice-versa). S.'s are obtained from equation 
J 
(3.27) in phase behavior calculation while Sjr's are calculated 
using equations (3.38). 
When a reservoir is preferentially water wet, the aqueous 
phase is assumed to be the wetting phase compared with the micro-
emulsion phase in the Type II(+) phase environment, whereas the 
microemulsion phase wets and the oleic phase is non-wetting in the 
Type II(-) environment. 
In order to make relative permeabilities approach the pro-
per limits, linear interpolation of end points and curvatures of 
equations (3.39) are performed based on the change in the residual 
phase saturations as follows: 
0 s.' s.'. 
=k + Jrw- Jr . s rJW . 1 J r 





(e. - e. ) 
JC JW 
j :/: j I (3.41) 
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where subscript w designates a water-oil (no surfactant) quantity 
and subscript c the infinite capillary number value. Although 
all values with subscript c are usually considered to be unity, 
they are left to be specified in input data for flexibility. 
3.2.8 Other features 
In addition to the features which have been described so 
far, the simulator involves several other features. Since such 
features are not used in this research and they are discussed 
elsewhere in detai138 •39 •47 , only the list of such features is 
given here. 
(1) Inaccessible Pore Volume 
(2) Shear rate effect on polymer 
(3) Ion exchange 
(4) Surfactant complex 
(5) Alcohol effect 
(6) Dilution effect 
3.3 Solution Procedure 
Summarizing the functional relations described so far and 
governing continuity equations, the interdependence of the major 
variables is shown in Figure 3.8. All variables are considered at 
the same time level except the calculation of Ci from its 
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time derivative, which is indicated by dashed line. 
Figure 3.9 illustrates the solution procedure employed in 
the simulator. Adsorption of both polymer and chemical are obtained 
explicitly using the phase concentration at the old time level. 
Residual saturations Sjr are first calculated based on total rela-
tive mobility of old time level, then iteration is performed, if 
necessary, with the secant method. 
To start the computation, boundary conditions as well as 
all parameters necessary have to be given. The step-by-step com-
putational procedure is outlined as follows. Since the features 
mentioned in Section 3.3.8 were not used in this research, they 
are excluded from the procedure. For each grid block, 
(1) Based on initial condition, calculate fj, Cij and 
(2) Calculate Ci at the new time level by solving con-
tinuity equations (3.1) or (3.5) 
(3) Calculate CSE from equation (3.14) 
(4) Calculate chemical adsorption c
3
, if needed, from 
equation (3.28). C~j of old time level is used. 





, if necessary, from equation (3.28). 
czj of old time level is used 
(7) Calculate Cij based on Ci and CSE with binodal curve 
and distribution curve equations. 
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(8) Calculate Sj from Ci and Cij making use of 
equation (3.27) 
(9) Calculate y from equation (3.34) 
(10) Calculate µj from equations (3.31) through (3.33) 
(11) Cal cu late S . from equation (3. 38) • 
Jr "-rr of old 
time level is used at the first time. Then "-rT obtained at step 
(13) is used when iterated. 
(12) Calculate krj from equations (3.39) through (3.41) 
(13) Calculate "-rj' "-rT and fj based on krj and µj 
(14) Compare new "-rT with old "-rr· If the relative dif-
ference is larger than some specified value, go back to step (11) 
and repeat calculation. Secant method is used to obtain next es-
timate. If the difference is small enough, go to step (2) and start 
new time level calculation. 
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Note: c3MAXO' c 3~1 , c3MAX2 and c2p are input parameters. 
Equation 
c .. + c2 . + c3 . i] J J 
1 1,2 or p j 
c3 j = i(-Ac2j + /cAc2j) 
2 
+ 4Ac2j (1 - c 2j)) 
c32 = 
c22 







~ = 1 - c3MAXk k = 0,1,2 
A = Ao + (Al - Ao)CSEN 
A= Al+ (A2 - Al)(CSEN - 1) 
E = Clp/C2p 
c < 1 SEN = 
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Figure 3.9. Solution procedures employed in the simulator. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THREE PHASE FLOW MODEL 
When salinity is in a certain range, phase behavior environ-
ment is called Type III (see Appendix A) and its phase diagram can 
involve a three phase region. When three phases coexist, little is 
known about the trapping of each phase and their flow character. How-
ever, the modeling of such three phase flow is necessary since the 
process is usually used where the lowest interfacial tensions are 
achieved, which is in the three phase region. Thus, several authors 
have developed models based on various assumptions. 
In this chapter, three examples of such three phase flow 
models are introduced and comparisons are presented. 
4.1 Pope's model 
5 The first example is the one used by Pope in his simulator. 
He assumed another trapping function similar to equation (3.38) for 
the microemulsion phase. To calculate its residual saturation, the 
smaller value of ywm and ymo calculated from equations (3.34) is taken. 
Residual saturations for excess oil and excess water are similar to 
the two phase model. 
Y for residual oil. mo 
y is used to calculate residual water and wm 





kr2 ko ( 
82 - 82r 
83r) 
(4. lb) = r2 1 - s - s -lr 2r 
83 - 83r 
e3 
kr3 ko ( 83r) 
(4. le) r3 1 - s - s -lr 2r 
where subscripts 1, 2, and 3 designate water, oil, and microemulsion 
phase respectively. kO and kO are given by equations (3.40). rl r2 
4.2 Hirasaki's model 
Another model was presented by Hirasaki9• He calculated the 
residual saturation of each phase based on a physical idea, which 
is shown in Figure 4.1. In describing the model, an assumption 
is made here that a preferentially wtaer wet reservoir is considered. 
This asumption is just to make explanation easier and the generality 
of the model is not affected by the assumption·. 
Figure 4.la leads to equation (4.2) which describes the trap-
ping of excess oil and microemulsion phase by the excess water phase 
= f (y ) 
wm 
(4. 2) 
where f(y) is the non-wetting phase trapping function, which is 
identical to the right hand side of equation (3.38) in the simulator. 
Figure 4.lb shows the trapping of excess water and microemulsion 
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phases by the excess oil phase 
(4. 3) 
where g(y) is the wetting phase trapping function which is given as 
equation (3. 38) 
From Figures 4.lc and 4.ld 
(4. 4) 
(4. 5) 
After evaluating equations (4.2) through (4.5), the residual 
saturation of each phase is determined as follows: 
81r 
e(ywm) 





f (y ) - s wm 3 
(4. 6b) 
f(ywm) - s2 
s3r = max 0 (4. 6c) 
g(ymo) - s 1 
Then assumed relative permeabilities are 
(4. 7) 
(j = 1, 2,3) 
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where 
s - 81r 
8nl = 1 -
1 
f(y ) - 81r wm 
(4. 8a) 
s - 82r s = 2 n2 1 - g(ymo) - 82r 
(4.8b) 
s - 83r s = 3 




0 0 0 









4.3 37 Lake's model 
The basic philosophy employed in the model is that the 
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intermediate wetting phase becomes the wetting phase when the ori-
ginal wetting phase is absent (and vice versa). Hence he first 
introduced a simple interpolating function 
(4.13) 
This function gives G = 0 when s2 = 0 and G = 1 when s1 = 0. 
Then the microemulsion residual saturation s
3




r and s2r are given by equations (3.38). 
Assumed relative permeabilities are in the same form as 
Hirasaki's model. 
(j = 1, 2,3) (4.7) 
where 
s. - sj 
S . = --~__,J.___...,,.....,_e-r--=---
nJ 1 - 81r - 82r - 83r 
j = 1,2,3 (4.15) 
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ko 0 (ko kO )S /S (4.16a) = k -rl rlc rlc - rlw 2r 2rw 
0 0 (ko - kO )S /S (4.16b) kr2 = k -r2c r2c r2w lr lrw 




Considering the fact that saturation can become less than residual 
saturation due to phase behavior, the residual saturation of each 
phase is defined 
SJ. r = min ( S. , S. ) 
J Jr 
j = 1,2,3 (4.18) 
Equation (4.18) is substituted in equations (4.15) through (4.17) 
as S .• 
Jr 
4.4 Comparison of Each Model 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the comparison of oil recovery and 
the amount of surfactant trapped with the different three-phase flow 
models which have been introduced. Table 4.1 shows the results ob-
tained with 0.1 PV of 3% surfactant slug injection whereas 0.1 PV of 
6% surfactant slug was injected for results given in Table 4.2. In 
each table only the flow model was changed for three different 
salinities. The same results are plotted as oil recovery versus 
salinity and trapped surfactant versus salinity in Figures 4.3 and 
4.4. Each salinity represents near lower limit (CSEL), middle, and 
near upper limit (CSEU) of Type III phase behavior environment. The 
change in salinity affects the shape of multiphase region and inter-
facial tensions as shown in Figure 4.2. Salinity was kept constant 
or nearly constant for each run. After surfactant slug injection, 
1.9 PV of polymer solution was injected in all runs. 
The same input data as is given in Table 6.la was used except 
that c
13 
= c23 = 0.05. No adsorption was considered. All other data 
are shown in Tables'4.4. No microemulsion phase trapping was con-
sidered for Pope's model. 
When salinity is near lower limit of Type III (Figure 4.2a), 
oil recovery is rather low with all models. All surfactant injected 
was trapped with Lake's model whereas the other two models trap no 
surfactant. 
When salinity is around optimal (Figure 4.2b), all models 
but Pope's trap surfactant somewhat. Surfactant trapping is rather 
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low and oil recovery is high with all models. 
When salinity is near upper limit of Type III (Figure 4.2c), 
surfactant trapping is rather high with all models. Pope's and Lake's 
model give high oil recovery while Hirasuki's model gives lower oil 
recovery. 
Although the difference in oil recovery is rather large, es-
pecially when the injected amount of surfactant is small, among the 
models, Pope's model and Hirasaki's model show similar trend in 
surfactant trapping to each other. Figure 4.5 shows the histories of 
total concentration in production for each model with salinity of 
0.82 (~CSEL) and 3% surfactant slug. Not only oil production but 
surfactant breakthrough time differs among the models. 
Table 4.3 shows the comparison for the cases with salinity 
gradient. Data set 3S-4 and 3S-5 were used for these runs. 0.1 PV 
of 3% surfactant slug was injected. Surfactant trapping was almost 
zero in all runs. The difference in oil recovery among the models 
is rather small compared with constant salinity runs. Figure 4.6 
shows production history of each model with salinity gradient 
(1.4 - 1.0 - 0.6). Although this figure shows there is a significant 
difference in surfactant production history, the fact that all models 
yield high oil recovery can be another reason for designing a micellar 
flood with a salinity gradient. 
Table 4.1 Comparison of oil recovery and surfactant trapping. 
0.1 PV of 3% surfactant slug is injected. 
Oil Recovery (%) Trapped Surfactant (PV) 
Normalized Cse 0.82 1.0 1.18 0.82 1.0 1.18 
Pope 42.5 78.0 95.0 3.3 x l0-17 6.0 x 10-12 2. 9 x 10 
(0. 0%) (0. 0%) (97%) 
Model Hirasaki 56.1 91.3 62.0 2.7 x l0-15 1. 4 x 10 -4 2.3 x 10 
(0.0%) (4. 7%) (77%) 
Lake 25.5 96.5 93.7 3.0 x 10 -3 8.9 x 10 -4 2. 7 x 10 






Table 4.2 Comparison of oil recovery and surfactant trapping. 
0.1 PV of 6% surfactant slug is injected. 
Oil Recovery (%) Trapped Surfactant (PV) 
Normalized CSE 0.82 1. 0 1.18 0.82 1.0 1.18 
Pope 45.2 88.5 87. 0 1.1 x 10-16 2. 6 x 10-10 5.4 x 10 
(O. 0%) (O. 0%) (90%) 
Model Hirasaki 58.5 94.0 76.0 3.2 x l0-15 2.8 x 10 -4 4.6 x 10 
I (0.0%) (4. 7%) (77%) 
Lake 47.5 97 .4 89.4 6.0 x 10 -3 6.8 x 10 -4 4. 7 x 10 








Comparison of oil recovery and surfactant trapping 
for two different salinity gradients. 
0.1 PV of 3% surfactant slug is injected. 
1. 8-1. 0-0. 2 1. 4-1. 0-0. 6 
~ Oil Recovery Surfactant Trapped Oil Recovery Surfactant Trapped (%) (PV) (%) (PV) 
1.5 x 10-10 
I 
2. 5 x 10-lO Pope 90.9 93.0 
Hirasaki 87.9 1.1 x 10-10 90.4 1.6 x 10-
10 
Lake 84.7 1.1 x 10-
10 86.8 1.6 x 10-10 
VI 
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Table 4.4a Input data used to compare three phase flow models 
Composition of injected slug 
Data Slug Slug Water Oil Surfactant* Polymer 
Set No. size (vol. frac.) (vol. frac.) (vol. frac.) (wt%) 
1 0.1 0. 97 0.0 0.03 0.10 
3S 
2 1. 9 1. 0 0.0 0.0 0.10 
1 0.1 o. 94 0.0 0.06 0.10 
6S 
2 1. 9 1.0 0.0 o.o 0.10 
*Surfactant is combined with alcohol as an approximation. 








Table 4.4b. Input data used to compare three phase 
flow models 
Salinity sequence 
Data Set C51I cs (l)* C5(2) 
3S-l 0.82 0.7954 0.82 
3S-2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
3S-3 1.18 1.1446 1.18 
6S-l 0.82 o. 7708 0.82 
6S-2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
6S-3 1.18 1.1092 1.18 
3S-4 1.8 0.97 0.2 
3S-5 1.4 0.97 0.6 
C51I = Initial anion concentration in a water phase (normalized) 
CS(l) 
cs (2) 
Anion concentration in surfactant slug (normalized) 
Anion concentration in polymer buffer (normalized) 
*This is the total concentration. This value must be divided 
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Figure 4.2. Phase diagrams and interfacial tensions in Type III 
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Figure 4.3. Comparisons of final oil recoveries and surfactant 
trappings among three different three phase flow models 
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of production histories among three different 
three phase flow models (CsE ~ CsEL) (surfactant concen-
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of production histories among different three 
phase flow models (salinity gradient) (surfactant con-
centration is five times amplified). 
CHAPTER V 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION INTEGRATORS 
There exist quite a few numerical techniques to solve a system 
of first-order ordinary differential equations (ODE's) of the form 
dy y' 
dt - f(y,t) ' (5.1) 
where y and f are vectors of length N. The techniques, in general, 
can be divided into two categories: single step methods and multistep 
61 
methods. 
For single step methods, no information about the solution for 
previous steps is necessary. One representative example of such single 
step methods is the Runge-Kutta algorithm. Runge-Kutta methods re-
quire the evaluation of derivative f(y,t) at intermediate points be--
tween the initial and end point of each step. 
Multistep methods make use of information about the solution 
ob.tained from several previous steps to calculate the solution for the 
current step. Thus they generally require a larger amount of compuer 
memory than the Runge-Kutta formulas of the same order. Concerning 
the computation, however, multistep methods can be rather economical 
integrators since they generally require only one or two functions 
evaluations per step. 
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5.1 56 Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg methods 
Single step mehods for solving y' = f(y,t) require only a 
knowledge of the numerical solution y ·1n order to compute the next 
.n 
value Yn+l· This has obvious advantages over the p-step multistep 
methods that use several past values {y , •.. ,y }, and that n n-p 
require initial values {y1 , ••• ,yp} that have to be calculated by 
another method. 
The best known one-step methods are the Runge-Kutta methods; 
and they are the usual means for calculating the initial values 
64 
{y1 , ... ,yp} for a (p+l)-step multistep method. The major disadvantage 
of the Runge-Kutta methods is that they use many more evaluations of 
the derivative f(y,t) to attain the same accuracy, compared with the 
multistep methods. At present, there are no variable order Runge-
Kutta methods comparable to the Adams-Bashforth and Adams-Moulton 
methods. Runge-Kutta methods are closely related to the Taylor 
series expansion of y(t), which is the solution of the initial value 
problem, but no differentiations of f is necessary in the use of 
the method. 60 
The Fehlberg integrators are single-step, fixed-order methods 
and time-step size is varied according to the estimated truncation 
error made during the last time step. To estimate the truncation 
th th error, (p+l) order and p order Runge-Kutta formulas are employed. 
The difference between those two approximations is defined to be an 
estimate of the leading term of the local truncation error for the 
th p order approximation. Error is controlled by keeping the magnitude 
65 
of the local truncation error within some specified (desired) to-
64 th th lerance. Depending on the algorithm, either the p or (p+l) order 
approximation may be used as the solution. 
A numerical solution of Equation (5.1) can be obtained by us-
ing either of the following Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration formulas 
Q,-1 
= Yi + Lit L c f + O(l'.itp+2) 
k=O k k 
(5. 2) 
(5. 3) 
where m and Q, are the number of function evaluations in the lower order 
and higher order formulas, respectively. Subscripts i and i+i indicate 
their step level 
fo = f(t.,y.) 1 1 
(5.4) 
k-1 
fk = f(t. + C\Lit, y. +Lit I 13k>.f >.) 
1 1 >.=O 
(5. 5) 
where Lit is the step size. The constants a, 13, c and c are determined 
in the derivation of the algorithm. The superscript A indicates 
higher order approximation. 
An estimate of the local truncation error, LTE, for the lower-
order solution is obtained as below 
r-1 





r = max(.!/, ,m) 
Let 
TOL = ERR*tnax(IYI ,YBIAS) (5. 7) 
where ERR is the relative error tolerance. YBIAS is some specified 
lower limit to avoid the selection of a step size which is too small. 
Here both LTE and TOL are a vector of length N, since y is a 
vector in our case. If any component of LTE is larger than the corre-
spending component of TOL, the step size is reduced and calculations 
are repeated until the desired accuracy is obtained. If every compo-
nent of LTE is less than the corresponding component of TOL, the step 
size is accepted and the next step size to be used is calculated as 
follows 
.6t new ( 
TOL.)l/ (p + l) 
= PCTM told*. min LTE ~ 
J=l,N J 
(5. 8) 
where PCT is a conservative factor, which is intended to prevent ex-
cessive step rejections. PCT may be assigned the value of 0.8 to 0.9 • 
.6told is the current step size used. p is the order of approximation. 
N is the number of equations. 
When a higher order ODE solver is applied to solve the conti-
nuity equation in the simulator, the truncation error produced from 
spatial discretization is much larger than the error from time inte-
gration. Consequently the pair of first and second order approximations 
is considered to be sufficiently accurate and is used in our prob-
lem. 
With the combination of first and second order approximation 
the constants in equations (5.2), (5.3), and (5.5) are given in 
57 Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Coefficients for RK1(2). 
A 
k ~ f\:o f\:1 ~ ck 
0 0 - - 1/256 1/512 
1 1/2 1/2 - 255/256 255/256 
2 1 1/256 255/256 - 1/512 
Although the number of function (derivative) evaluations is two and 
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three for first and second order approximation, respectively, actually 
only two function evaluations are required per step. This is because 
the coefficients in Table 5.1 are determined with the intention of 
using the third evaluation again as the first evaluation for the 
next step. Since the combination of first and second order approximation 
is used and the former is taken to be the solution, this method is 
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called RK1(2) hereafter. 
Substitution of the coefficients given in Table 5.1 into equa-
tions (5.2) through (5.5) yields 
= y + At ( 1 f + 255 f ) 







Then an estimate of local truncation error is obtained by subtracting 
equation (5.10) from equation (5.9) 
(5.14) 
Since lower order approximation (5.9) is taken as the solution rather 
than higher order approximation (5.10), the approximation is first 




b.t = PCT*b.t 1a* min ____J_LTE 
new o j=l,N j 
(5.15) 
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From Taylor series expansions, equation (5.15) below can be easily 
derived 
(5.16) 
which suggests the truncation error of approximation (5.9) used to 
calculate yi+l is 
ILTEI (5.17) 
This is smaller than the one for Euler's method by a factor of two 
hundred and fifty-six. 
The calculation procedure is as follows: 
1) Given y., t, and 6t 
J_ 
2) Calculate f 0 from equation (5.11) 
3) Calculate f 1 from equation (5.12) 
4) Calculate Yi+l from equation (5.9) 
5) Calculate f 2 from equation (5.13) 
6) Calculate LTE from equation (5.14) 
7) If LTE is less than TOL, time step size is accepted and 
new time step size is calculated from equation (5.15). 
Then resetting f 0 = f 2, yi = Yi+l and t = t + 6told' go to 
step (3) and start calculation of next step. 
8) Otherwise time step size 6t is reduced and repeat the 
calculation from step (3). 
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5.2 Multistep Methods 
The class of linear multistep methods for ODE's integration 
is usually described as follows: Approximate solution values are cal-
culated at t = t 0 ,t1 ,t2 ... where tn = tn-l + ~t, with step size ~t, 
according to a formula of the form 
k2 
+ f1t 2: f3,y' . 
j=O J n-J 
(5 .18) 
where yk = y(tk)' y~ = y'(tk) = f(yk'~), aj and f3j are coefficients 
associated with the particular method. Equation (5.18) is used to 
calculate y when previous approximate values of y and y' are known. 
n 
Special considerations have to be made to obtain the several values 
needed at the beginning to make equation (5.18) applicable. The most 
popular examples of equation (5.18) fall into two specific classes of 
methods. One is referred to as "the Adams' methods of order q" and 




= 1 and k2 = q -1. The other is 
the backward differentiation methods (usually called Gear's methods) 
of order q which is obtained by setting k1 = q and k2 = 0. When 
order is said to be q, it means that if Eq. (5.18) is solved for yn 
with all past values being exact, then y will differ from the cor-
n 
rect solution of Eq. (5.1) .by a truncation error that is O(f1tq+l) 
for small ~t. 
The biggest advantage of an Adams' integrator over Gear's 
methods is that it does not require the evaluation of the Jacobian, nor 
solving a large matrix problem in its solution process, since a fixed 
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point iteration is used to solve the non-linear (corrector) equations. 
The main disadvantage, on the other hand, is that their stability 
regions are small and can often require relatively small time steps 
to maintain stability. This disadvantage makes these methods ineffi-
cient for stiff problems. 
Gear's methods of order 1 ~ q ~ 6 were shown to have stiff 
58 stability by Gear. Their stability region contains a horizontal 
strip covering the entire negative real axis in all six cases 
(Figure 5.3). The boundary curve crosses the axis, making the method 
not stiffly stable for q ~ 7. Newton's method rather than a fixed 
point iteration is used to solve corrector equations. A fixed point 
iteration imposes time step size limitations to make corrector con-
verge, which destroys the advantage gained by achieving stiff sta-
bility. The expense of calculating the Jacobian matrix 3f/3y can be 
further offset by neglecting to re-evaluate it at every step, unless 
the existing value of this matrix fails to produce convergence or 
the order q is changed. 
Sophisticated and highly reliable computer programs have been 
developed for solving complicated systems of ODE's, using either Adams' 
methods or Gear's stiffly stable methods. Allowing users to specify 
which methods be used, these programs automatically select the order q 
and time step size keeping the error produced from the integration within 
the desired tolerance and maintaining the time step size as large as pos-
sible. 
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In this research, one such program named DGEAR is applied to 
micellar/polymer flooding simulation. The code DGEAR implements the 
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Adams' methods of order 1 ~ q ~ 12 and Gear's method of order 1 ~ q ~ 5. 
With DGEAR, the user may choose from several different algo-
rithms only by specifying two method indicators. The first is called 
METH, which indicates the method of integration to be used. The 
second is called MITER, which indicates the procedure for solving 
the nonlinear equations arising in the method being used. The de-
scription of those parameters is given below. 
METH = 1, indicates Adams' method 
2, indicates backward differentiation (Gear's) method 
MITER = 0, implies functional (or fixed point) iteration. 
The Jacobian is not needed. 
1, implies a chord method (or semistationary Newton 
iteration) with the Jacobian supplied by the user. 
2, implies a chord method with the Jacobian calculated 
internally by finite differences. 
3, implies a chord method with the Jacobian replaced 
by a diagonal approximation based on a directional 
derivative. 
5.3 Stability region and stiffness 
When an ordinary differential equation is integrated numeri-
cally, the stabiliity of the method is often discussed, because it 
suggests the quality of the solution or step size required to obtain an 
accurate solution. To investigate the stability, only the special equa-
tion below and its region of absolute stability are usually considered. 
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y' (5. 19) 
Here A is a complex constant having a negative real part. The re-
gion of absolute stability is defined60 as the set of all A~t (~t: 
step size, therefore real non-negative) for which the numerical solu-
tion y + 0 as t + oo. The larger the region of absolute stability, 
n n 
the less the restriction on ~t in order to have the numerical method 
give a numerical solution that is qualitatively the same as the true 
solution. If a linear system of ordinary differential equations 
y' = Ay is being considered, the eigenvalues A. (i = 1,2, .•• ,N) of 
l. 
matrix A, instead of A in equation (5.19), are used to determine the 
step size which gives a stable solution. Furthermore, the stability 
of the methods used in solving a system of nonlinear equations can be 
determined by considering the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix, 
()y' /()y. 
th When a p order Runge-Kutta scheme with r function evalua-
tions is appiied to the test equation (5.19), an approximate solution 
' 61 of the form 
= {TIP (A~ t) }y. 
r i 






(A~~)j + I y (Mt) q 




they , q = p+l, p+2, ••. rare functions of a, B, c (the coefficients 
q 
of the Runge-Kutta formula used in integration of the test equation). 
See equation (5.2). np(A6t) is called the stability polynomial. 
r 
region of absolute stability is the area defined by 
The 
(5. 22) 
This ensures that the error does not increase from step to step in 
the numerical solution of the test problem. One way of defining a 
stability region is to get 
or 
i8 e 
TIP(A6t) = cos8 + isin8 
r 
i = r-1 (5.23) 
By varying 0° < e < 360° and calculating the roots of equation (5.23) 
for the small variation of e, one can obtain the boundaries of the 
absolute region of stability. 
Now let us consider equation (5.9) of RK1(2) 
(5.9) 
Substituting the test equation f = Ay into equations (5.11) and 
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(5.12) 






= + 2 6t, yi + 2 6tf0) 
A.(y i 
1 (5. 25) = + 2 6tA.yi) 
Then substitution of equations (5.24) and (5.25) into equation (5.9) 
gives 
This result agrees with equations (5.20) and (5.21) as below 
where 
255 
Y2 = 512 
1 j 2 
= 2: <>..~~) + 2: y <>-l1t) q 
j=O J· q=2 q 





solving equation (5.28) for A6t with varying 8, the absolute stability 
region is given in Figure 5.1. Since the stability region is sym-
metric, only the upper half is shown in the figure. 
When a multistep method expressed by equation (5.18) is ap-
plied to test equation (5.19), we obtain60 
p p 
= L a . y . . + At. t L b . Yi- . 
j =O J 1 - J j =-1 J J 
p 
(1 - A6tb_1)yi+l - 2::_ (a. + MtbJ.)Yi.-J" = 0 j=O J 
i ~ p (5.29) 
This is a homogeneous linear difference equation of order p+l, and 
the theory for its solvability is completely analogous to that of 
(p+l)st order homogeneous linear differential equations. We attempt 
to find a general solution by first looking for solutions of the special 
form 
i 
r i ~ 0 (5. 30) 
If we can find p+l linearly independent solutions, then an arbitrary 
linear combination will give the general solution of (5.28). 
tain 
Substituting y. = ri into (5.29) and cancelling ri-p, we ob-
i 
p 
(1 - Mtb _
1
)rp+l - .L (a. + Al:itb. )rp-j 
j=O J J 
0 (5. 31) 
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This is called the characteristic equation and the lefthand side is 
the characteristic polynomial. The roots are called characteristic 
roots. If the roots are all distinct, then the general solution of 
equation (5.28) is 
p i 
2: y. [r. (A~t)] 
j=O J J 
i ~ 0 (5. 32) 
where r.(A~t) are characteristic roots, which depend continuously on 
J 
the value of A~t. If r.(A~t) is a root of multiplicity n > 1, then 
J 
the following are n linearly independent solutions of (5.29). 
... , (5.33) 
These can be used with the solutions arising from the other roots to 
generate a general solution for (5.29), comparable to equation (5.32). 
From equation (5.32), the region of absolute stability is 
equivalent to the area that satisfies 
r. (A~t) ~ 1 
J 
The regions of absolute stability for Adams' methods and 
Gear's methods are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. 
(5. 34) 
If a system of linear or nonlinear ordinary differential equa-
tions is under consideration, all eigenvalues A. (i = 1,2, ••. N) asso-
1 
ciated with the matrix must satisfy the absolute stability condition. 
Consequently one difficulty may arise when max IAil is much larger 
i=l,N 
than min IA.I. In such a case, a limited stability region may im-
i=l,N i 
pose a severe restriction on the step size. Such a system is called 
stiff and the degree of stiffness can be expressed by stiffness 
ration SR 
SR 
max IA. I 
i=l,N i 
= _m_i_..n_...,j A,..-J 
i=l,N i 
(5.35) 
If a system is stiff, it involves both rapidly changing variables 
and very slowly changing variables, all of a decaying nature. 
Let us consider more specific problems such as semi-discrete 
systems arisen from conve:ation-diffusion equations. The more para-
bolic (diffusive) the character of the equation is, the higher the 
degree of stiffness. In general, a larger number of grid blocks 
yields a stiffer system. 
Backward differentiation methods (Gear's methods) are espe-
cially designed for stiff problems. As can be seen in Figure 5.3, 
they have infinite regions of absolute stability and offer higher 
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CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
In this chapter, the basic input data and a set of com-
puted results for a type II(-) phase environment with no adsorp-
tion are first presented. The computed results were obtained 
from the fully-discrete Euler (FDE) method with constant time step 
size of 0.001 Pore Volumes (PV). These plotted results enable us 
to understand how the flood is proceeding. 
In the next section, results of each method for Type II(-) 
phase environment with no adsorption are first presented with some 
discussion. Although RK1(2) was the best among semi-discrete methods, 
computation time was not improved as had been expected. Then an 
~lternative algorithm which is called RK1 is introduced and its 
results are compared with FDE method. 
The effect of adsorption is shown in Section 6.3 for only 
RKl and RK1(2). More computation time was required for both RKl 
an<l RK.1(2) when adsorption is involved compared with the no adsorption 
cases. Other phase behavior environments were also examined in 
this section. The performance of the semi-discrete method got worse 
as the phase behavior environment was changed from Type II(-) to 
Type II(+), and was worst in the Type III phase behavior environ-
ment. 
For the Type II(-) phase behavior environment with no adsorp-
tion, the effect of each component on the time st~p size selection 
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was examined (in Section 6.4) using the RK1 method. It was 
found that RKl was taking a too conservative (small) time step 
size at an early stage of the flood. This is due to rather large 
truncation error associated with the time integration at that 
stage for the components which did not exist before the micellar 
flooding started. When the error was checked only for the water or 
oil component, the computation time was improved without affecting 
the quality of the solution. 
In section 6.5, the results for the case when the absolute 
error was specified as the error tolerance instead of the relative 
error. By using a smaller value for PCT.in equation (5.8), less 
computation time was achieved with absolute error control. A brief 
sunnnary of RKl for Type II(-) without adsorption is also given. 
Some eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix before surfactant 
breakthorugh are presented in section 6.6. Since the matrix is 
characterized as block triangular, it is possible to decouple it in-
to submatrices and obtain eigenvalues by analyzing each submatrix. 
The eigenvalues presented are obtained from the oil bank blocks 
which seem to be governing the stability requirement. 
A stability analysis with some assumptions was performed (in 
section 6.7) for the blocks where surfactant is present. From this 
analysis, it was discovered that an unconditional instability occur-
red continually and locally due to the change in residual satura-
tion caused by the surfactant. This instability explains why we 
have oscillations in the production history even if a small time 
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step is used. 
6.1 Basic input data and example results 
In this section the basic input data used to compare the 
performance of the various semi-discrete methods discussed so far 
are presented. Then a set of computed results for Type II(-) phase 
environment with no adsorption are shown with some discussion. The 
computed results were obtained from the FDE method with constant time 
step size of 0.001 PV. These plotted results enable us to under-
stand how the flood is proceeding. 
The basic input data are listed in Tables 6.1. Tables 
6.la and 6.lb list input data common for all base cases while 
Table 6.lc lists the difference in the data for each base case. 
A definition of each parameter is given in Appendix C. Some repre-
sentative features of the input data will be discussed later in 
this section. Unless otherwise noted, this basic data set is 
used for all runs. A somewhat simplified case is considered to 
enable easier interpretation of the calculated results. The 
main purpose of this research is to investigate the applicability of 
the semi-discrete methods to micellar/polymer simulation, and to 
compare the perfonnance among different semi-discrete methods. For 
RK.1(2) PCT in equation (5.15) and YBIAS in equation (5.7) are fixed 
-3 to be 0.8 and 10 , respectively. 
The common features for all base cases in Tables 6.1 are as 
follows: 
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1) The physical dispersion term is not used assuming 
that numerical dispersion can adequately approximate physical dis-
persion. 
2) The dimensionless longitudinal dispersivity given as 
cnj in equation (3.1) is about 0.0125 since the number of grid blocks 
used is forty. 
3) Alcohol is combined with chemical to make a single pseudo 
component. 
4) No ion exchange between clay and mobile phases is con-
sidered. 
5) No inaccessible pore volume to polymer or surfactant 
is considered. 
6) The initial condition is waterflood residual oil satura-
tion. 
7) No salinity effect or shear rate effect on polymer solu-
tion viscosity is included. Permeability reduction due to polymer 
is not considered either. 
8) The plait point is located at the corner of the pseudo 
ternary diagram, which yields excess phases consisting of a single 
pure component (either water or oil)• 
9) An aqueous surfactant slug containing 10% (surfactant 
+alcohol) and 0.1 wt% polymer is first injected up to 0.1 pore 
volume (PV). Then polymer buffer of constant polymer concentration 
equal to 0.1 wt % is injected. 
10) Calculated viscosities of surfactant slug and polymer 
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buffer are 33 cp and 31 cp, respectively. 
11) Tracer is injected in both surfactant and polymer slug. 
12) Total injected amount is 2.0 PV. 
Figures 6.1 through 6.10 present a set of computed results 
for a Type II(-) phase behavior environment with no adsorption (Run 
207). The FDE method with a time step size of 0.001 was used. Fig-
ures 6.1 through 6.7 show profiles at 0.25 PV injected. Figures 6.8 
to 6.10 show the production histories. 
Since no adsorption was considered and only microemulsion 
and excess oil exist, the fronts of surfactnat, polymer, and tracer 
are located at the same position. There are two major fronts in 
the profiles. One is at the surfactant front and the other is at 
the most upstream grid. The former advances as injection proceeds, 
while the latter stays at the same place in this example. At the 
surfactant front, interfacial tension is reduced, which leads to 
the reduction of non-wetting phase residual saturation. At the most 
up_stream grid, oil saturation is extremely low, which is considered 
to be the effect of a miscible displacement. However, such low 
residual oil saturation is not achieved in this example beyond that 
grid because of the dilution of the surfactant. 
In Figures 6.2 through 6.4 vertical lines indicate the 
appearance or disappearance of surfactant. When the total concentra-
tion of (surfactant+ alcohol) is lower than 10-4 , the effect of 
surfactant is neglected and no microemulsion phase is considered. 
Although the vertical lines separate water phase and microemulsion 
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phase, these two phases are considered to be continuous in Type 
II(-) case. 
Figure 6.7 shows the profile of total relative mobility. 
This figure indicates that physically unstable condition occurs at 
the surfactant front. This is caused by the increase in relative 
permeabilities both to oil and aqueous (microemulsion) phases due 
to surfactant. However, if the mobilities are compared between oil 
bank and the middle of surfactant slug, the mobility ratio is about 
0.4. Mobility ratio for surfactant slug and polymer buffer is 
designed to be about unity. Thus the whole process is stable even 
though locally unstable. 
6.2 Comparison of each method for Type II(-) phase behavior with 
no adsorption 
In this section a comparison is made among the fully-dis-
crete Euler (FDE) method and the semi-discrete methods discussed 
so far. Type II(-) phase behavior environment with no adsorption 
(data set A in Table 6.lc) was adopted as the simplest example. 
The results are shown in Table 6.2 and in Figures 6.11 through 
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6.19. The legend of total concentration history plots is given in 
Table 6.15. This legend is valid for all subsequent total concentra-
tion plots. Although RK.1(2) was the best among semi-discrete methods, 
computation time was not improved as had been expected. Then an 
alternative algorithm which seemed to be more efficient is intro-
duced. This algorithm called RKl consists of a combination of first 
and second order Runge-Kutta approximations. Its results are also 
compared with the FDE method. 
In Table 6.2, ERR is the relative error tolerance for semi-
discrete methods while constant time step size used is written for 
FDE in the same column. IEVA is the number of function (derivative) 
evaluations. NREJ indicates how many times the predicted ~tD has 
been rejected. NREJ was counted only for RK1(2). CPU time, which is 
for CDC Dual Cyber 170/750 at the University of Texas at Austin is 
listed just to give an idea of the order of the computer time. One 
should compare IEVA rather than CPU time to see the efficiency of 
each method, since the semi-discrete methods were progrannned mainly 
to see their applicability and flexibility. There may be more room 
to decrease CPU time for semi-discrete runs. In the column of 
quality in Table 6.2, "good" means the solution obtained looks 
comparable to Run 207, which used FDE method with ~tD = 0.001. Fair 
quality means the solution oscillates somewhat but is still accep-
table. In last column, ER is the total oil recovery as percent of 
the initial oil in place. The oil recoveries are presented to show 
the effect of the change in numerical dispersion. 
Figures 6.11 to 6.13 show the history of total concentration 
in the effluent for the FDE method with three different time step 
sizes. In Figures 6.14 through 6.16, total concentration histories 
are presented at the top and the histories of the time step size 
used at the bottom for the RK1(2) method, with varying ERR. Figures 
6.17 and 6.19 are the same except for Adams' methods. For Adams' 
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methods, .only the results with the option MITER= 0 are presented 
because other options did not give good results. The results 
of backward differentiation are also excluded because of their poor 
performance. Some discussions on these predictor-corrector methods 
will be presented later in this section. 
From Table 6.2 one may conclude that the FDE method is 
better than the semi-discrete methods tested based on the number of 
function evaluations and CPU time. Actually, RK1(2) is not so 
efficient as was expected. Neither are Adams' and Gear's methods. 
However, one should keep in mind that with these methods the trunca-
tion error associated with time integration is controlled and forced 
to be smaller than some specified value, which was not done with 
the FDE method. This feature may become important when higher or-
der accurate approximations for space derivatives or finite element 
methods are introduced. Furthermore, the history of the time step 
size should not necessarily be constant. Before surfactant break-
through, the time step size taken with RK(2) is 0.002 to 0.003 PV, 
which coincides with the result obtained from the FDE method. 
When the FDE method is used, a time step size larger than 0.003 PV 
produces oscillation, which seems to be caused by numerical instabi-
lity. After surfactant breakthrough, however, the time step size 
more than doubles with RK1(2) and finally increases to DTMAX. DTMAX 
is the maximum time step size specified in the input data. After 
a time step size is calculated based on the estimated truncation 
error, the time step size is compared with DTMAX and the smaller 
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value is taken to be the next time step size. 
In Table 6.2, an extremely small error tolerance was 
listed for RK1(2). This is because RK1(2) produces a very small 
truncation error. When a larger error tolerance was used, RK1(2) 
selected larger time step sizes due to the small truncation error, 
and the solution was no longer stable. Oscillations in both concen-
tration and time step size history occurred. 
Although the time step size was increased after surfactant 
breakthrough, RK1(2) still required more computation time than 
the FDE method. This is because RK1(2) requires two function eva-
luations (equations (S.12) and (5.13)) per step. This means that the 
average time step size taken with RK1(2) has to be more than twice 
as large as the one for the FDE method. For this reason, another 
method called RK1 which requires only one function evaluation per 
step was tested. This method discussed below also has time step 
size control in a similar way to RK1(2). 
Instead of equations (5.9) through (5.13) in Chapter 5, 
equations (6.1) through (6.4) below are used to estimate the local 
truncation error. 
Yi+l = Yi + l:ltfo (6.1) 
A = y + t (kf + ~fl) (6. 2) Yi+l i 2 0 
fo = f(ti, yi) (6. 3) 
fl = f(t. +lit, y. + L':ltf 0) (6.4) l. l. 
Approximation (6.1) is exactly the same as Euler's method, while 
approximation (6.2) is the trapezoidal method solved with one 
iteration using Euler's method as the predictor. Both are a spe-
cial case of Runge-Kutta formulas. Subtracting equation (6.2) 
from equation (6.1), the local truncation error LTE is estimated 
as below 
~(f - f ) 0 1 (6.5) 
Since Euler's formula is used as the solution, the truncation error 
is two hundred and fifty six times more compared with RK1(2) 
jLTEj = Llt
2 ~ 
-2- dt i (6.6) 
Its stability region is also the same as the one for the forward 
Euler method, which is shown in Figure 6.39. 
Some results obtained using RK1 are presented in Table 6.3 
where the results of FDE method are again shown for comparison. 
Plotted histories are presented in Figures 6.20 through 6.22. 
Those results show that RK1 saves computation time of about 20% 
compared with FDE method for the same quality. Furthermore the num-
ber of function evaluations is about 40% less for RK1 than the FDE 
method. 
None of the predictor-corrector methods, neither Adams' 
methods nor Gear's method worked as well as RK1(2) or RKl. Although 
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several options were tested with DGEAR, only the results of Adams' 
methods with MITER = 0, which implies the functional (fixed point) 
iteration, are presented in Table 6.2, because all the other options 
did not work as well. 
When Adams' methods with MITER = 0 were used, the order 
was varied from first to third. Although the average number of func-
tion evaluations per step was about two, only one function evaluation 
was the most frequent result. This fact indicates that the stability 
regions of Adams' predictor method play an important role in the time 
step size selection. Since the stability regions of second and 
third order Adam's predictors (Figure 5.2a) are smaller than the one 
for RK.1(2) (Figure 5.1) or RK1 (Figure 6.39), Adams' methods may have 
to take a smaller time step than RK.1(2) or RKl to remain stable. 
MITER= 0 was not tested with Gear's methods, since this 
iteration scheme imposes a limitation on the time step size which 
destroys the advantage of the stiffly stable character of Gear's 
methods. 
Table 6.4 shows the results obtained with MITER equal to 
two. This option uses semi-stationary Newton iteration with the 
Jacobian calculated internally by finite differences. When the 
MITER = 2 option was tested, the number of grid blocks was decreased 
to twenty, because this option requires a large storage for the Jaco-
bian matrix. In Table 6.4, ERR designates the relative error tol-
erance and ~t;J is the dimensionless time step size. Highest 
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order q means the highest order of the methods used in the computation. 
IEVA is the number of function evaluations including the evalua-
tion of the Jacobian. NSTEP is the number of steps. NJE is the 
number of Jacobian evaluations. Net IEVA is the number of func-
tion evaluations excluding the number of function evaluations used 
to obtain the Jacobian matrix. Since 120 function evaluations were 
required to get a Jacobian matrix, most of the computation time was 
spent to evaluate Jacobian matrices. 
The results were obtained only up to 0.1 PV injection be-
cause the solution oscillates, or large error occurred, for all runs 
after 0.1 PV injection. This is the time at which the composition 
of the injected slug is changed. 
Although neither Adams' methods nor Gear's methods worked 
as well as the two explicit techniques, it may be too early to con-
clude these implicit or semi-implicit methods are not as good. 
Since a packaged program was used to impelement the techniques, the 
details are not clear, but there may be some improvement possible. 
One example is the step size control. DGEAR varies time step size 
based on only relative error without YBIAS which was used for the 
two explicit methods as in equation (5.7). Since most variables 
change between zero and unity, it is risky not to use equation (5.7), 
or a combination of relative and absolute error. 62 
6.3 Effect of adsorption and phase behavior 
In this section the effect of adsorption and phase behavior 
on the performance of semi-discrete methods is examined. The 
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difference in input data between the runs presented in this sec-
tion and the previous section is the adsorption and/or salinity. 
Adams' methods and Gear's method were no longer tested because of 
rather poor results obtained in the previous runs and the difficulty 
in changing the program to deal with the irreversibility of adsorp-
tion. 
Table 6.5 shows the results for Type II(-) phase behavior 
environment with adsorption. Data set Bin Table 6.lc was used. 
Compared with the previous case, !EVA and NREJ increased for both 
RK1(2) and RKl. Furthermore, the history of the time step size in 
Figure 6.23, which shows the results of Run 333, exhibit more fre-
quent oscillation than previously. 
Tables 6.6 and 6.7 present the results for Type II(+) phase 
behavior with no adsorption (data set C in Table 6.lc) and with 
adsorption (data set D in Table 6.lc), respectively. RKl was less 
efficient for both cases compared with Type II(-) runs. Figures 
6.24 and 6.25 show the performance of RKl with ERR= 0.01 for each 
case. 
Table 6.8 shows the comparison of FDE and RKl for Type III 
phase behavior with and without adsorption (data set F and E). Fig-
ures 6.26 and 6.27 show the results of RK1 without adsorption 
and with adsorption, respectively. Hirasaki's relative permeability 
model was used for all these runs. 
Table 6.9 summarizes the effect of adsorption and phase be-
havior on the efficiency of R.Kl. All runs were made with ERR= 0.01. 
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The computation time increased as the phase behavior environment 
was changed from Type II(-) to Type II(+) to Type III. 
Since truncation error for RK1 is rather large compared 
with RK1(2), a question arises about the effect of the change in 
the time step size ~tD on the numerical dispersion. The numeri-
cal dispersion for RKl is expressed by exactly the same equation 
as for FDE because the time integrations are identical. When ~tD 
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is small compared with ~XU• ~tD can be neglected as in equation (3.7). 
For larger ~tD, however, ~tD may affect the numerical dispersion. 
Tables 6.3 and 6.5 through 6.8 suggest oil recovery is not very 
sensitive to the change in time step size when the phase behavior is 
Type II(-), whereas the time step did have a small effect on the 
oil recovery for the Type II(+) case. For the Type III case, the 
oil recovery was 100% for all runs. 
6.4 Effect of each component on time step size selection 
This section contains additional discussion about the time 
step size selection. All the results which have been presented so 
far were obtained by checking the error for all components. The 
effect of each comonent on step size control in chemical flooding 
is first discussed. Then simpler problems such as waterflooding 
and miscible displacement (single phase flow) are examined. Only 
RKl was used and .. ERR was fixed to be 0.01. Thus Run 200 was con-
sidered as a reference run for all of the other chemical flooding 
runs. A sunnnary of the results is presented in Table 6.10. Figures 
6.28 to 6.34 show the total concentration history at the top and 
the time step size history at the bottom. Figures 6.28 to 6.32 
show chemical flooding results. Figure 6.33 shows a waterflood. 
Figure 6.34 shows a miscible flood. 
First, the injection of tracer was eliminated in Run 265 
(Figure 6.28). Compared with Run 200 (Figure 6.20), a difference 
in the time step size and its amplitude of oscillation before sur-
factant breakthrough can be observed. Thereafter, the time step 
size is identical to Run 200. 
In Run 267 (Figure 6.30), the error was checked only for 
the oil concentration (C2). The history of the time step size is 
quite different from the previous two runs at two different times. 
One major difference is before 0.20 PV injection. Run 267 takes a 
time step size of around 0.002 PV from the very beginning, whereas 
in the previous two runs the time step size increased much more gra-
dually. The other difference is after surfactant breakthrough. 
The time step size jumps to DTMAX in Run 267, while in the previous 
two runs it remained below DTMAX much longer. 
The error was checked only for the surfactant concentra-
tion (C3) in Run 268 (Figure 6.31). Before surfactant breakthrough, 
the time step size gradually increased with little oscillation. The 
time step size coincides with the upper edge of the oscillating 
time step size in Run 265. After surfactant breakthrough, the time 
step size was identical to Run 265. 
In Run 269 (Figure 6.32), only the error in the polymer 
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concentration (C4 ) was used to control the time step size. The time 
step size before surfactant breakthrough was almost the same as in 
Run 268 and increased to DTMAX thereafter. The oscillation in the 
concentration history was a little smaller than in Run 268. This may 
~ave been because the time step size before surfactant breakthrough 
was a little smaller in Run 269 than in Run 268. Run 269 and Run 
267 suggest that the time step size should be equal to DTMAX (0.01) 
after surfactant breakthrough. 
Since Run 267 which checked only the error of the oil com-
ponent gave the best result, the same test was done for Type II(-) 
phase behavior with adsorption (Run 522) and Type III phase beha-
vior with no adsorption (Run 446). A comparison is made with the 
runs which checked the errors of all the components in Table 6.11, 
and plotted results for Run 522 and 446 are presented in Figures 6.35 
and 6.36, respectively. When the error was checked only for c2 
(oil), a larger time step size was taken and the quality of the re-
sult was still good. 
Run 229 (Figure 6.33) is the result of waterflooding with 
no tracer injected. In this case the total concentration of water 
and oil is identical to water cut and oil cut. Initial condition 
was changed to residual water saturation and 100% water (no surfac-
tant, no oil) was injected continuously. In this case the problem 
reduces to the well known waterflooding equation. 
as u w w 
3tD = - axu (6.7) 
Since the finite difference approximations used are the forward 






The maximum value of df /dS is obtained from the value at the w w 
(6.8) 
flood front. Based on that maximum value, the stability require-
ment can be calculated as ~tD :;l 0.006. Figure 6.33 shows ~tD 
was about 0.001 before water breakthrough. 
Run 260 (Figure 6.34) is a miscible displacement. The 
initial condition was 100% water with no tracer and 100% water 
with tracer was injected continuously. Since there exists only a 
single phase, df /dS in equation (6.8) is replaced by unity for the w w 
stability criterion. Thus, 40 grid blocks gives the stability 
requirement of ~ tD :;l 0 .• 025. However, Figure 6. 34 shows that a much 
smaller time step size was computed by RKl. 
From Runs 229 and 260, it becomes clear that with RKl the 
stability requirement was detected only when the time step size ex-
ceeded the stability limit. In other words, error tolerance was 
too small for these two runs. If larger error tolerance was used, 
RKl should have detected the stability limit and selected a time 
step size around the stability limit. 
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Thus, the time step size history in Run 200 (Figure 6.20) 
is explained as follows. At the very beginning, a very small time 
step size was taken and it increased gradually. This behavior is 
due to the truncation error associated with tracer which had the 
steepest front. When the tracer was not injected (Run 265, Figure 
6.28), larger time step was selected but still similar trend was 
observed. This is because of surfactant and polymer which also 
had steep (although less than tracer) front. When a steep front 
exists, a large truncation error is produced and RK1 selects a small 
time step. When the error was checked only for water (Run 266, 
Figure 6.29) or oil (Run 267, Figure 6.30) component, which did not 
have a steep front, such a small time step was not selected. From 
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the fact that Run 266 and 267 did not show significant oscillation, 
the time step size at the beginning in Run 200 was smaller than neces-
sary if only stability was desired. The reason the time step size 
increased gradually in Runs 200 and 265 is that the front of tracer, 
surfactant, and polymer got more and more smeared due to numerical 
dispersion. 
After a while in Run 200, the time step size history began 
to oscillate with larger amplitude as the time step size reached 
the stability limit. When the time step size exceeded the stability 
limit, it was automatically reduced, however, it is increased 
again because of the rather small truncation error in the stable 
region. 
After surfactnat breakthrough, the time step size in Run 200 
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remained below DTMAX much longer than in Runs 266 and 267. 
This is again the effect of surfactant. The truncation error at 
the tail of surfactant made RKl select smaller time step size than 
DTMAX or stability limit. 
The conclusions of this section are as follows. RK1 is 
controlling truncation error as it should be. The time step size 
is controlled by the component which has the steepest front. 
One important fact is that stability and truncation error are dif-
ferent problems. When an ODE integrator is used to control error, 
it also controls stability. If, however, one desires only stability, 
the ODE integrator may select a time step size smaller than neces-
sary at times. 
6.5 Additional test runs and summary of RK1(2) and RKl for 
Type II(-) phase behavior environment without adsorption 
Some additional test runs were made to attempt to reduce the 
computation time. So far the parameters POT and YBIAS have been 
-3 fixed to be 0.8 and 10 , respectively. YBIAS was increased to 
unity, which makes the error tolerance an absolute error. PCT was 
reduced to 0.25 or 0.50 because a larger PCT causes the rejection 
of the predicted time step too often, and also give a worse solu-
tion. Some results of both RK1(2) and RK1 are presented in Table 
6.12. Plotted results are presented only for Runs 629 and 647 in 
Figures 6.37 and 6.38, respectively. With YBIAS = 1.0, the combination 
of PCT= 0.25 and ERR= 0.0001 (Run 629) gave the best result 
using RK1(2) for both computer time and the quality of the solu-
tion. For RKl, PCT = 0.25 and ERR= 0.01 (Run 626) was the 
best. 
A sunnnary of RK1(2) and RK1 results for Type II(-) phase 
behavior without adsorption is given in Table 6.13. Only the best 
results are compared. If only oscillation rather than truncation 
error is used as the criterion of goodness, the error may be checked 
only for the oil component, or the absolute error may be checked 
with small PCT, and the computation cost will be less. 
6.6 Stability requirement before surfactant breakthrough 
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In this section, the structure of the Jacobian matrix we are 
dealing with and its desirable features are first introduced. Then 
some eigenvalues before surfactant breakthrough are presented to 
derive the stability requirement. Although the analysis is limited to 
this special stage, it is important because this is the specific 
time period which imposes the most strict limitation on the time 
step size. 
In order to analyze the stability, we have to express the 
system of equations we are dealing with in the same fashion as the 
test equation (5.18). 
y' (6.9) 
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()Fl oFl oFl 
----
Y1 Yz YN 
aF2 . . . . . 0 . 
J = (lyl (6.10) 
where J is the Jacobian matrix and F is the derivative which is iden-
tical to the right hand side of equation (3.10). N is the total 
number of equations, which is the product of the number of components 
(NCOMP) and the number of grid blocks. y and y' are vectors of 
length N. Since we are using only the convection term, and it is 
approximated by backward difference, the structure of the Jacobian 
is as follows: 
0 
J = (6 .11) 
0 
where Jkk and Jkk-l are all NCOMP by NCOMP block matrices. Thus, 
the Jacobian is a block lower triangular matrix. 
For such a block triangular matrix with its diagonal blocks 
all being square matrices, it is possible to prove that the eigen-
• 
values of the diagonal block matrix Jkk are also the eigenvalues of 
the matrix J, 
Before surfactant breaktrough, Jkk ahead of the surfactant 
front (downstream) can be expressed 
ClFm+l ClFm+l 
0 0 0 0 3Ym+l 3Ym+2 
ClFm+2 ClFm+2 
0 0 0 0 3Ym+l 3Ym+l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Jkk = (6.12) 




0 3Ym+l 3Ym+2 Clym+S 
ClFm+6 ClFm+6 
0 0 0 
ClFm+6 
Clym+l ()ym+2 Clym+6 
where 
m = (k-lhNCOMP 
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and the subscript m+i indicates component i at kth block. 
In the submatrix Jkk above, the alcohol (component 7) is 
not included, because it does not affect the eigenvalues. This is 
because it only adds zero elements in the seventh columm and the 
seventh row. Thus submatrix Jkk is again a block lower triangular 
matrix and its eigenvalues are obtained from the following matrices: 
aFm+l aFm+l 
aym+l aym+2 











Since there is only a water and an oil phase present (no microemulsion 







ell = c22 = LO (6.16) 
cs1 = CS/Cl (6.17) 
c61 = C6/Cl (6.18) 
cl = s (6.19) w 
c2 l - s (6.20) w 

















or 0 (6.23) 
and these are also eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix (6.10). 
If we consider the RKl method, the stability requirement for 
the blocks ahead of the surfactant front is obtained from eigenvalues 
(6.23) and the stability region shown in Figure 6.39. Taking the 
eigenvalue largest in magnitude 
df 
w 
dS ~ 2 
w 





This stability criterion agrees with the von Neumann stability analy-
sis for the waterflood equation when fully discretized using back-
ward difference approximation in space and forward difference in 
time. 
Considering the case of Type II(-) phase behavior with no 
adsorption, the water saturation at the oil bank from the simulated 
result is about 0.57. The derivative df /dS at this saturation w w 
is about 7.8, which gives the stability requirement of fitD ~ 0.003. 
The stability requirement estimated from the RKl and FDE runs before 
surfactant breakthrough is also ~tD ~ 0.003. The RKl selected the 
time step size of around 0.003 (Figure 6.30). The FDE gave oscil-
la ting solution when ~tD ~ 0. 003 (Figure 6.13). From this agreement 
it is conjectured that the stability before surfactant breakthrough 
is governed by the slope of fractional flow curve at the oil bank 
saturation. 
When the dispersion term is introduced like in equation 
(3.1), the system of equations can be written 
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(6. 26) 
where the Jacobian matrix involves the effect of both convection 
and dispersion 
(6. 27) 
The Jacobian matrix JC obtained from convection term is block lower 
triangular as before, whereas JD from dispersion is block tridiago-
nal. Thus, the summed Jacobian matrix JT is block tridiagonal and 
it may seem impossible to use the advantage of the block triangular 
matrix. However, the Jacobian matrix JT still can be divided into 
a block lower triangular matrix in a somewhat different way by 
taking into account the fact that ac .. /ax... is zero beyond some point 
l.J 1J 



































Then, the eigenvalues of the submatrix Jk,k (k = i+2, .•• I) in 
the oil bank are still eigenvalues of the whole matrix JT at the 
same time, However, we can no longer conjecture the eigenvalues 
still dominate the ones upstream, since the effect of dispersion 
there is proportional to ~j/(6~) 2 , where ~j is the dispersivity 
coefficient in equation (3.1). For some sufficiently large ~j 
or small 6~, the dispersion term behind surfactant front may 
dominate the stability requirement. 
6.7 Analysis of stability at blocks where surfactant is present 
Although stability was analyzed in the previous section for 
the oil bank where there is no surfactant, the stability at blocks 
where there is surfactant was not analyzed because of the difficulty 
of obtaining the Jacobian matrix and its eigenvalues. 
In this section, a stability criterion for the waterflood 
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equation is introduced and the stability is analyzed for such blocks. 
An attempt is made to explain why oscillation occurs in the produc-
tion history just before and after surfactant breakthrough (Figure 
6.9), even when considerably smaller time steps are employed com-
pared to the previous analysis. 
Because the nature of equation (3.5) is similar to the water-
flood equation, the stability of the waterflood equation below is 
examined. 
(6. 29) 
This equation can be derived from equation (3.5) if we assume 
that the change in C .. with respect to both time and space is neg-
1J 
ligible or that we have a sharp surfactant front and c3 changes 
from the initial concentration to the injected concentration. 
When equation (6.29) is approximated by backward dif-
ference in space and forward difference in time as is done in the 
simulator, a van Neumann stability analysis gives the stability 




(1 - cos8)(f' 
6tD 




f' df =ds 
0 < 
= 
e < 2TI 
(6.31) 
Although f' is not constant in an actual problem, it was assumed 
to be constant in the derivation of equation (6.30). Then, the 
approximation to f 1 is 
f' (6.32) 
where the subscript k designates block number. From equation (6.30), 
the stability criterion is given by 
1) £'6tD ~ 6'1J 
2) always unstable 
if £' is positive 
if £' is negative 
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Although the criterion 2) never arises in waterflooding 
because £' is always positive, £' can be negative in micellar flood-
ing due to the change in the residual saturation (Figure 6.5) as an 
effect of surfactant. Table 6.14 shows the aqueous phase profile of 
Run 207 (fully discrete, 6t = 0.001, Type II(-), no adsorption) at 
0.5 PV injection. f' is presented in the bottom line and a negative 
value appears at dimensionless distance of 0.9 from injector just 
upstream of the surfactant front. The appearance of a negative f' 
can be explained by comparing two fractional flow curves obtained 
from each of the two blocks. Figure 6.40 shows an example. Since 
the residual saturation is different for the two blocks, the relative 
permeability curves are also different, which yields two different 
fractional flow curves, one for each block. It was also confirmed 
that a negative value of f' appeared intermittently somewhere behind the 
surfactant front. The order of the negative value could be as large 
as 10 2 • 
Although the stability requirement (6.30) was derived for the 
finite different approximation backward in space and forward in 
time, the same can be true for the formulation of RK1(2). 
(5. 9) 
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Recall that the subscripts i and i+l here designate the time level. 
Although the time integration is different from the forward Euler, the 
derivative f 1 is obtained using forward Euler 
(5.11) 
f(t. + ~~t. y. + ~~tf0 ) i i (5.12) 
Thus, a larger error is introduced to f 1 and consequently Yi+l in 
equation (5.9), which is affected by the error if the stability con-
dition (6.30) is not satisfied. 
From Figure 6.40 it can be deduced that if the difference 
between the two fractional flow curves is small compared with the dif-
ference between the saturations of each block, the negative f' can 
be eliminated. One suggestion can be made at this point. Since frac-
tional flow depends on relative permeabilities, which are functions of 
the residual saturations, we should look over the way we determine resi-
dual saturations. In the simulator, residual saturations are given 
by equations (3.38). These equations give a linear relationship bet-
ween the residual saturations and the logarithm of the capillary num-
ber. Compared with the experimental data, such as the ones shown in 
Figure 3.7, this functional relationship may yield too much change in 
the residual saturation at surfactant front, which causes the large 
change in the fractional flow. From the viewpoint of both numerical 
stability and experimental data fitting, it is suggested that equation 
6 (3.38) for the non-wetting phase be changed to another form. However, 
it is impossible to eliminate this instability completely as long 
as the continuity equations are solved explicitly, because the 
change in the fractional flow curve is an essential part of the 
micellar/polymer flooding. 
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One question, however, aises. Why is the fractional flow pro-
file so smooth as shown in Figure 6.3 in spite of the unstable condi-
tion? This is because the unstable condition occurs only locally and 
temporarily, although continually. Even if the unstable condition 
arises, it becomes stable in a short time and the large error pro-
duced in the unstable condition may later die out. Furthermore, the 
error that propagates downstream may also die out due to the stable 
condition existing there. If, however, the unstable condition occurs 
near production block, the error can reach the producer before it dies 
out and causes an oscillation in production history. 
When the semi-discrete method is used, the time step size 
is usually increased to DTMAX after surfactant breakthrough. Sometimes, 
however, it is decreased again for a short time, then goes up to D~ 
and becomes stable (Figure 5.30). This drop in time step size is also 
attributed to the instability which has been mentioned above. 
Although less significant compared with the effect of surfac-
tant, the polymer also changes the shape of the fractional flow curve 
by changing the viscosity. Therefore, it may also be necessary to 
evaluate the effect of polymer when one considers numerical stability. 
Table 6.la Basic input data used to test semi-discrete method.** 
VT = 2.0 FFDV = 0.04 NCOMP = 6 ICT = 40 ICTL = 1 
UT = 0.0 ABPERM = 1. 0 PHI = 0.2 EPHI3 = 1.0 EPHI4 = 1. 0 
C51I = * C61I = 0.0 Sl = 0.63 S2 = 0.37 SlRW = 0.37 
Gll = 6.785 Gl2 = -7.058 Gl 3 = 0 .11 G21 = 6.285 G22 = -7;058 
Tll = 0.37 T12 = 2.87 T21 = 0.37 T22 = 0.9 XIFTW = l. 3 
ALPHAl = 0.0 ALPHA2 = 0.0 ALPHA3 = 50.0 ALPHA4 = 0.0 ALPHAS = 0.0 
VISl = 1.0 VIS2 = 5.0 APl = 100. 0 AP2 = 1000.0 AP3 = 10000.0 
GAMHF = 13.6 POWN = 1.0 CSEl = 0.00 RKMAX = 0.0 BRK = 0.0 
PlRW = 0.05 P2RW = 1.0 P3R = 1.0 El = 1. 5 E2 = 1.5 
PlRC = 1.0 P2RC = 1.0 C3MAXO = 0.3 C3MAX1 = 0.1 C3MAX2 = 0.3 
C2PLC = 0.0 C2PRC = 1. 0 CSEL = 0.8 CSEU = 1. 2 
QV = 0.0 RCSE = 1.0 AD31 = * AD32 = * B3D = 100.0 
A4D = * B4D = 100.0 XK96 = 0.0 XK86 = 0.0 XKC = 0.0 
*Varied according to phase behavior or adsorption (see Table 6.lc). 
**Explanation of input data is given in Appendix C. 
ICTU = 40 
DISP = 0.0 
S2RW = 0.37 
G23=0.ll 
SSLOPE = 0.0 
E3 = 1. 0 




Table 6.lb Basic input data used to test semi-discrete method. 
Composition of injected slug 
Surfactant slug Polymer buffer 
Slug size (PV) 0. 1 
Water (vol. frac.) 0.9 
Oil (vol. frac.) 0.0 
Surfactant** (vol. frac.) 0. l 
Polymer (wt. %) 0.1 
Anion (normalized) * 
Tracer 1.0 
Alcohol 0.0 
*Varied according to phase behavior (see Table 6.lc). 










Table 6. le Basic input data used to test semi-discrete method. 
Data set A B c D E 
Phase behavior II(-) II(-) II(+) II(+) III 
Adsorption No Yes No Yes No 
CSll Initial anion concentration 0.8 0.8 1. 3 1.3 1.0 
in water phase (normalized) 
cs (1) Anion concentration in 0.7 0.7 1.3 1. 3 1.0 
surfactant slug (normalized) 
cs (2) Anion concentration in o.s o.s 1.3 1.3 1.0 
polymer buffer (normalized) 
AD31 Adsorption parameter 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.3S 0.0 
for surfactant 
AD32 Adsorption parameter 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.3S 0.0 
for surfactant 














Table 6.2 Comparison of FDE method and semi-discrete methods 
with various ODE integrators (Type II CU, no adsorption). 
Run No. Fig. No. Method ERR IEVA NREJ CPU (sec.) Quality 
203 6.11 FDE (LitD = 0.002) 1000 - 31.0 good 
204 6.12 II (t.tD = 0. 003) 667 - 22.8 fair 
206 6.13 " (LitD = 0.004) 500 - 18.5 poor 
196 6.14 RK1(2) 0.00005 968 13 33.7 good 
197 6.15 II 0.0001 734 4 27.0 fair 
198 6.16 II 0.0002 740 44 27.6 poor 
498 6.17 Adams' 0.0005 1217 - 43.l good 
496 6.18 II 0.001 1140 - 41.2 good 





















Comparison of FDE and RKl (Type II(-), no adsorption). 
Method ERR IEVA NREJ CBU (sec.) Quality 
FDE 6tD = 0.002 1000 - 31.0 good 
II 6tD = 0.003 667 - 22.8 fair 
RKl 0.01 596 29 24.0 good 
II 0.02 428 2 18.9 fair 










Table 6.4 Results of predictor-corrector methods at 0.1 PV injected. 
Run No. 534 535 531 
Method Adams' Adams' Gear's 
ERR 0.001 0.0001 0.0001 
Max. titD 7.4 x 10 
-3 4.3 x 10 -3 3.2 x 10 -3 
Min. titD 1.0 x 10 -4 1.0 x 10 -4 1.0 x 10 -6 
Average titD 4.0 x 10 -3 1.6 x 10 -3 8.9 x 10 -4 
Highest order q 2 2 3 
!EVA 650 1792 3809 
NS TEP 25 62 113 
NJE 5 14 30 




Table 6.5 Comparison of FDE, RK1(2), and RKl for Type II(-), with adsorption. 
Run No. Fig. No. Method ERR IEVA NREJ CPU (sec.) Quality ER (%) 
282 - FDE MD = 0.002 1000 - 31. 8 good 60.1 
283 - II t.tD = 0.003 667 - 23.3 fair 60.2 
285 - RK1(2) 0.00005 1116 5 38.4 good 60.0 
287 - II 0.0001 848 3 30. 8 good-fair 60.0 
333 6.23 RKl 0.01 725 52 27.6 good 60.1 




Table 6.6 Comparison of FDE and RKl for Type II(+), no adsorption. 
Run No. Fig. No. Method ERR IEVA NREJ CPU (sec.) Quality 
407 - FDE LitD = 0.001 2000 - 56.1 good 
408 - II L\tD = 0.002 1000 - 31.1 good 
409 - II L\tD = 0.003 667 - 22.6 fair 
411 6.24 RKl 0.01 735 95 27.5 good 
412 - fl 0.02 595 86 23.4 good-fair 











Table 6.7 Comparison of FDE, RK1(2), and RKl for Type II(+), with adsorption. 
Run No. Fig. No. Method ERR IEVA NREJ CPU (sec.) Quality ER (%) 
406 - FDE lltD = 0.001 2000 - 56.1 good 51.3 
384 - II lltD = 0.002 1000 - 31.0 good 51.8 
385 - " lltD = 0.003 667 - 22.8 poor 53.4 
395 6.25 RKl 0.01 1005 149 35.8 good 51. 4 
389 - " 0.02 778 105 29.1 fair 51. 7 




Table 6.8 Comparison of FDE and RKl for Type III. 
Run No. Fig. No. Adsorption Method ERR IEVA NREJ CPU (sec.) 
445 - No Euler .6tD = 0.001 2000 - 55.5 
444 - " II .6tD = 0.002 1000 - 30.9 
442 6.26 II RKl 0.01 2760 766 86.9 
464 - Yes Euler .6tD = 0.001 2000 - 58.7 
465 - II " .6tD = 0.002 1000 - 32.6 

























Table 6.9 Effect of adsorption and phase behavior environment 
on the efficiency of RKl (ERR= 0.01). 
Fig. No. Phase behavior Adsorption IEVA NREJ CPU (sec.) 
6.20 II(-) No 596 29 24.0 
6.23 II(-) Yes 725 52 27.6 
6.24 II(+) No 735 95 27.5 
6.25 II(+) Yes 1005 149 35.8 
6.26 III No 2760 766 86.9 


















Table 6.10 Effect of each component on time step size selection 
(RKl, ERR= 0.01, Type II(-), no adsorption). 
Fig. No. Component checked IEVA NREJ CPU (sec.) Quality 
6.28 Cl-CS 528 37 21. 9 good-fair 
6.29 cl 423 51 18.3 good-fair 
6.30 c2 455 58 19.2 good 
6.31 c3 450 1 18.9 poor 
6.32 c4 419 1 18.0 poor 


















Table 6.11 Improvement in time step size selection by checking errors 
only for oil component (RKl, ERR= 0.01). 
Fig. No. Phase Adsorption Component !EVA NREJ CPU (sec.) Quality behavior checked 
6.20 II(-) No All 596 29 24.0 good 
6.30 II(-) No C2 455 58 19.2 good 
6.23 II(-) Yes All 725 52 27.6 good 
6.35 II(-) Yes C2 435 27 18.3 fair 
6.26 III No All 2760 766 86.9 good 











Table 6.12 Test runs with YBIAS = 1.0 (RK1(2) and RKl, Type II(-), no adsorption). 
Run No. Fig. No. Method PCT ERR !EVA NREJ CPU (sec.) Quality 
626 - RKl 0.25 0.01 522 0 21.2 good 
627 - II II 0.1 336 0 15.5 fair 
628 - RK1(2) Ii 0.00005 882 0 30.8 good 
629 6.37 II Ii 0.0001 742 0 26.8 good 
630 - II II 0.001 572 0 22.0 poor 
645 - RKl 0.50 0.01 377 2 16.8 good-fair 
646 - RK1(2) II 0.00005 654 9 24.6 good-fair 




Table 6.13 Summary of RK1(2) and RKl (Type II(-), no adsorption). 
Run No. Fig. No. Method Component checked ERR YBIAS PCT !EVA 
-
203 6.ll FDE - LitD = 0.002 - - 1000 
196 6.14 RK1(2) All 0.00005 0.001 0.8 968 
648 - II c2 II ti ti 814 
629 6.37 II All 0.0001 1.0 0.25 742 
200 6.20 RKl All 0.01 0.001 0.8 596 
267 6.30 II c2 0.01 0.001 0.8 455 




















Table 6.14 Aqueous phase profile of Run 207 at 0.5 PV injection 
(Type II(-), no adsorption). 
~ 0.850 
Saturation 0.5695 





0.875 0.900 o. 925 
0.5610 0. 5557 0.5550 
0.6320 0.6258 0.6315 
0.9990 0.9994 0.9997 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0010 0.0006 0.0003 
1.170 -8.143 0.333 
XD = Fractional distance 
f' = 
fk - fk- 1 
8k - 8k- 1 
0. 950 0.975 






















*For all total concentration histoYy plots, surfactant concentration 
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Figure 6.1. Total concentration profile at 0.25 PV for Run 207 (FDE 
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Figure 6.5. Oleic phase saturation and its residual saturation profile 
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Figure 6.10. History of pressure drop (normalized) between producer 










Figure 6.11. History of total concentration in effluent for Run 203 
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Figure 6.12. History of total concentration in effluent for Run 204 
(FDE method, ~tD = 0.003, Type II(-), no adsorption). 
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Figure 6.13. History of total concentration in effluent for Rum 206 
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Figure 6.14. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
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Figure 6.15. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 197 (RK1(2), ERR= 0.0001, Type 
II(-), no adsorption). 
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Figure 6.16. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
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Figure 6.17. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 498 (Adams' method, ERR = 0.0005, 
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Figure 6.18. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time step 
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Figure 6.19. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 495 (Adams' method, ERR= 0.01, 
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Figure 6.20. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
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Figure 6.21. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 201 (RKl, ERR= 0.02, Type II(-), 
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Figure 6.22. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 202 (RKl, ERR= 0.05, Type II(-), 
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Figure 6.23. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
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Figure 6.24. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
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Figure 6.25. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
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Figure 6.26. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
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Figure 6.27. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
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Figure 6.28. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 265 (RKl, ERR= 0.01, Type II(-), 
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Figure 6.29. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 266 (RK.l, ERR= 0.01~ Type II(-), 
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Figure 6.30. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 267 (RKl, ERR= 0.01, Type II(-), 
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Figure 6.31. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 268 (RK.l, ERR= 0.01, Type II(-), 
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Figure 6.32. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 269 (RKl, ERR= 0.01_, Type II(-), 
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Figure 6.33. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
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Figure 6.34. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 260 (RKl, ERR = 0.01, miscible dis-
placement with tracer). 
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Figure 6.35. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 522 (RK.l, ERR= 0.01, Type II(-), 
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Figure 6.36. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 446 (RKl, ERR= 0.01,_ Type III, no 
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Figure 6.37. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 629 (RK1(2), ERR= 0.0001, PCT= 
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Figure 6.38. Histories of total concentration in effluent and time 
step size for Run 647 (RK1(2), ERR= 0.0001, PCT= 
0.50, YBIAS = 1.0, Type II(-), no adsorption). 
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Figure 6.40. Explanation of negative value for f'. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
Some comparisons were made among three different three-phase 
flow models. When the salinity was constant, the difference in oil 
recovery and surfactant trapping among the models was rather large, 
especially if the injected amount of surfactant was small. With 
a salinity gradient, there was only a small difference in both oil 
recovery and surfactant trapping. Since in all models surfactant 
trapping was significant and since it is highly uncertain, this is 
still another important reason for designing a micellar flood with a 
salinity gradient. 
Semi-discrete methods with various ODE integrators were im-
plemented in a 1-D micellar/polymer flooding simulator. The ODE 
integrators used are 1) Runge-Kutta method: RKl; 2) Runge-Kutta-
Fehlberg method: RK1(2); 3) Adams' methods; 4) Backward differen-
tiation (Gear's) methods. The first two methods are explicit methods 
while the last·two are implicit with a predictor-corrector algorithm. 
With respect to computation time, RKl was the best among the 
ODE integrators used. Compared with the fully-discrete with forward 
time Euler (FDE) method, RKl may save 20 to 30% or more computation 
time, although it depends on phase behavior, adsorption, total volume 
injected, etc. For some cases such as Type II(+) phase behavior 
with adsorption, or Type III phase behavior, FDE required less compu-
tation time than RKl. Furthermore, the truncation error associated 
171 
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with the time integration for RKl is larger than for other ODE 
integrators. The degree of numerical dispersion changes as the time 
step size is varied with RKl. 28 However, with Chaudhari's technique , 
it may be possible to eliminate the problem by cancelling the 
numerical dispersion at every time step. 
Although the computation time with RK.1(2) was not as good as 
had been expected, a much smaller error associated with time integra-
tion could be achieved without large computation time. RK1(2) should 
be used when a higher order approximation to the spatial derivatives 
are applied, or when a finite element technique is introduced to 
treat the spatial domain, since these techniques yield much smaller 
error in the spatial domain. 
To achieve less computation time with RK.l or RK1(2), two methods 
are suggested. One is to check the error only in the oil or water com-
ponent with small YBIAS, and with PCT nearly unity. The other is to 
make YBIAS equal unity and use smaller PCT. 
The semi-discrete methods do have the advantage of automati-
cally selecting a sufficiently small time step to avoid large trun-
cation error and/or instabilities. Since this time step is problem-
dependent, one can avoid a costly trial-and-error determination of 
the required value, or the use of an excessively conservative (small) 
value. There are of course many problems, conditions, and physical 
options not tried during this study for which it would be a great 
advantage. 
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Predictor-corrector methods such as Adams' methods or backward 
differentiation (Gear's) methods did not work as well as the two 
explicit techniques. However, it may be too early to conclude these 
implicit or semi-implicit methods are not as good. Since a packaged 
program was used to implement the techniques, the details are not 
clear, but there may be some improvement possible. 
If one desires to test predictor-corrector methods further, 
fixed lower order methods should be tried. Since we are dealing with 
partial differential equations, it is of no use to achieve a much 
higher accuracy in time integration compared with spatial integration. 
Furthermore, higher order methods have a smaller stability region, 
which may impose more limitation on the time step size. 
There was one problem concerning the step size control 
employed in DGEAR, which varies time step size based on only relative 
error, without YBIAS (see equation (5.7)). Since most variables change 
between zero and unity, it is risky not to use YBIAS, or a combination 
of relative and absolute error62• 
The most difficult problem associated With predictor-correc-
tor methods is convergence. Since the equations involved in micellar/ 
polymer flooding are highly non-linear, much investigation and effort 
may be required. If one employes Newton's iteration, one should take 
advantage of the sparseness of the Jacobian matrix. 
Subprogram DER, which calculates the derivative of each com-
ponent at each block, was designed to give flexibil~ty in making use 
of any ODE integrator. Then it is easy to replace the ODE integrator. 
Another problem concerning the predictor-corrector methods 
was the evaluation of adsorption, since the adsorption was :calcu-
lated explicitly in the simulator. The procedure should be changed 
to evaluate adsorption implicitly. 
A stability analysis was done for the oil bank, and the sur-
factant front. The former imposes a rather constant limitation on 
the time step size continuously until the plateau of the oil bank 
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is completely produced, which coincides with surfactant breakthrough. 
The latter yields unconditional instability continually but only 
locally. This conclusion is based upon an approximate analysis. 
An eigenvalue analysis for the oil bank blocks suggests that 
the stability is governed by the slope of the water-oil fractional 
flow curve at the oil bank saturation. This analysis seems to give 
reasonable criteria for both the fully discrete solution and the semi-
discrete solution. The fully discrete solution oscillates to a larger 
degree when the stability requirement is not satisfied. The semi-
discrete method selects a time step size around the limit of stabil.ity 
while the oil bank is being produced, then the time step size is 
increased thereafter. 
An approximate von Neumann stability analysis for the surfac-
tant front blocks showed an unconditional local instability occurred 
occasionally, causing an oscillation in the history even with a time 
step size as small as 0.001 PV. This instability is caused by the 
change in the fractional flow curve due to the redu~tion of inter-
facial tension because of the surfactant. It is impossible to 
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eliminate this instability completely, as long as the continuity 
equations are solved explicitly, because the change in the frac-
tional flow curve is an essential part of micellar/polymer flooding. 
However, it may be possible to decrease both the degree of instability 
and its frequency by changing the equation that gives the residual 
saturation of the non-wetting phase (oil) as a function of the capi-
llary number. 
When the phase behavior environment is Type III, numerical sta-
bility may be more difficult to attain. When total composition is 
within the three phase region, extremely low interfacial tension occurs, 
which causes a very large change in the fractional flow. Although the 
stability was analyzed only for two phase flow, the same result may 
apply. Furthermore, in the three phase region, the microemulsion phase 
may travel much faster than the other two phases, possibly causing worse 
instability. It is rather ironical that low interfacial tension con-

























binodal curve parameter 
polymer viscosity parameter 
adsorption parameters 
penneability reduction parameter 
binodal curve parameter 
total concentration of component i in mobile phases 
concentration of component i in phase j 
volume of adsorbed component i per unit pore volume 
overall concentration of component i in mobile and 
rock phase 
effective salinity 
lowest effective salinity for Type III phase behavior 
highest effective salinity for Type III phase behavior 
normalized salinity 
effective binary diffusion coefficient of component i 
in phase j 
relative permeability exponent for phase j 
relative permeability exponent for phase j under the 
condition of infinite capillary number 
relative permeability exponent for oil/water system 
distribution curve parameter 















fractional flow of phase j 
interfactial tension parameters 
Jacobian matrix 
absolute permeability 
relative permeability to phase j 
endpoint relative permeability to phase j 
endpoint relative permeability to phase j under 
the condition of infinite capillary number 
endpoint relative permeability to phase j in oil-
water (no-surfactant) system 
dispersion coefficient of component i in phase j 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient 
length of system 
total number of phases 
total number of components 
mass flux of component i 
pressure 
volumetric flow rate 
permeability reduction factor 
maximum value of ~ 
salinity dependence parameter for polymer solution 
viscosity 
saturation (volume fraction) of phase j 
residual saturation of phase j 






























superficial velocity of phase j 
overall mass concentration of component i 
distance 
dimensionless distance 
dependent variable of ordinary differential equation 
longitudinal dispersivity 
dimensionless dispersivity 
microemulsion viscosity parameter 
effective salinity parameter 
interfacial tension 
difference in operator 
density of phase j 
density of pure component i 
porosity 
permeable media tortuosity factor 
total relative mobility 
viscosity of phase j 











2 = oil 
3 = surfactant 
4 = polymer 
5 = total anions 
6 = calcium ion 
7 = alcohol 
phase number 
1 = aqueous (water-rich) 
2 = oleic (oil-rich) 
3 = microemulsion 
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PHASE BEHAVIOR CONCEPT 
It is quite essential to understand phase behavior when 
one tries to understand the micellar flooding process. Equilibrium 
ternary diagrams with coordinates surfactant-cosurfactant, brine 
and oil are commonly used to represent phase behavior. Figure A.l 
illustrates three types of generalized phase behavior, called 
Type II(-), Type III, and Type II(+) following Nelson and Pope2• 
Other authors1 designate them in different ways. Each diagram has 
a mutiphase region at the bottom separated from a single phase region 
by the binodal curve. When the total composition is below the 
binodal curve, more than one phase exists in equilibrium and the 
saturation of each phase is given as in Figure A.l. 
Among the variables that affect the typ.e of diagram observed 
are effective salinity (including the effect of calcium and other 
electrolytes), oil composition, surfactant molecular structure, al-
cohol cosolvent type, and temperature. Any change in those variables 
which favors the solubility of surfactant in the oil relative to the 
brine causes the phase environment type to shift in the II(-) to 
II(+) direction. 
In a typical operation of micellar flooding, all those variables 
which affect the type of diagram are fixed, or assumed to be fixed 
except electrolytes. Effective salinity may differ among reservoir 
brine, preflush, surfactant slug, mobility (polymer) buffer and drive 
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water. Consequently the effect of salinity must be well understood 
and taken into account in micellar flooding simulators. Also, cation 
exchange can have a large effect on the electrolytes. 
Figure A.2 illustrates the effect of salinity on the phase 
diagram. As salinity increases, the phase environment type changes 
from Type II(-) to Type III to Type II(+). 
In both Figures A.land A.2, phase diagrams are rather simpli-
fied and idealized. In real systems, the shape of binodal curve is 
usually skewed and invariant point may not be a single point. We 
assume, howver, that the idealized phase behavior is a good approxi-
mation and employed it in the simulator. 
In Type II(-) phase behavior environment, there exists a 
two phase region wherein microemulsion along the binodal curve is in 
equilibrium with oil that contains molecularly dispersed surfactant 
(excess oil). The tie lines which connect two equilibrated phase 
compositions are of negative slope. The plait point is located on 
the binodal curve near or on the apex of 100% oil. When the microemul-
sion composition is at the plait point, the composition of the other 
phase in equilibrium is also at the plait point and there is no dis-
tinction between the phases: there is only one phase with no inter-
face. 
In Type II(+) phase behavior environment, there also exists 
a two phase region, but microemulsion is in equilibrium with excess 
water rather than excess oil. Consequently, the ti~ lines are of 
positive slope and the plait point is located near the apex of 100% 
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brine. 
When the phase behavior environment is Type III, there 
are three multiphase regions, namely the Type II(+) node, Type 
II(-) node, and three phase region. The first two are two phase 
regions and the phase behavior is essentially the same as Type II(+) 
and Type II(-) as they are called. When total composition is within 
the triangle below the two phase regions, three phases appear: micro-
emulsion, excess water, and excess oil. The composition of the micro-
emulsion is represented by the invariant point. This fact means the 
composition of microemulsion does not depend on total composition if it 
is in the three phase region, although the saturation of each phase 
does. 
As salinity increases within the Type III phase behavior 
environment, the invariant point moves continuously from the apex 
of 100% brine to another apex of 100% oil. Even if the phase behavior 
environment is called Type III, Type II(-) phase behavior may domin-
ate when salinity is low, and Type II(+) may dominate in higher 
salinity. Thus it should be noted that the appearance of only two 
phases does not preclude the phase behavior environment being Type 
III, because of the Type II(+) and Type II.(-) nodes. 































Figure A.2. Effect of salinity on phase diagram 
APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF CONTINUITY EQUATIONS FOR MULTIPHASE MULTICOMPONENT FLOW 
63 Lake et al. presented the equations necessary for a com-
plete description of isothermal, multicomponent, multiphase flow in 
permeable media, which are shown in Table B.l. The first column 
in Table B.l gives the differential form of the equation with its 
name in column two. Column three gives the number of independent 
scalar equations represented by the equation in column one. Columns 
four and five give the identity and the number of dependent var-
iables added to the formulation by the equation in column one. 
In Table B.l, i designates a chemical species (i=l, ... N), j desig-
nates a homogeneous flowing phase (j=l, ••• M), S designates the sta-
tionary phase, and D is the number of spatial dimensions (D ~ 3). 
From assumptions (2) and (10) in Chapter III, the mass 
conservation equation can be written 
(B.l) 
Since in this simulator phase behavior is calculated based on 
the volume fraction of each component, rather than mass fraction, 
variables C., C., and C .. are introduced. Each of them designates 
l. l. l.J 
the overall volume fraction of component i, the volume fraction in the 
total fluid, and in phase j, respectively. 
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If we take into account the volume of adsorbed component, 
equation (2) in Table B-1 is rewritten 
N M 
wi. = ¢(1 -2:: c.) 2: p.S.w .. + (1-<f>)p wi 
i l. j=l J J l.J s s 
(B-Sa) 
Then combining Eqs. (B.2) through (B.Sa) 
(B. Sb) 
The first term and the second term of Eq. (3) in Table B.1 are 
usually called the convection term and the dispersion term, respec-
tively. 
+ + + 
N. =NC. - ND. 
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Since one dimensional flow is being considered, the dispersion coef-
-+ 
-+ 
ficient tensor (K) is replaced by a scalar Ki,ij' the longitudinal 
dispersion coefficient, which is usually taken as 
D.. an. ju. I 
K = _2:.J.. + JV] J n • • ,i..S 
JV, lJ T '+' • 
J 
(B.9a) 
Since the magnitude of molecular diffusion is much smaller than 
the dispersion due to convective flow in most flow problems, the first 
term of Eq. (B.9a) may be neglected. Hence 




Substituting Eq. (B.9b) into the 1-D expression of Eq. (B.8a) 
ND. 
1 
M ow .. 




Taking the x positive in flow direction and replacing w .. by 
1J 
C .. p~/p. which is identical to wiJ. from Eq. (B.3). 
1J 1 J 
M 
ND. = I a.Q,.p.u. 
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1 j =l J J J x j 
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i j =l .Q,j j ax p j ax 
Substitution of Eqs. (B. 7b) and (B.8c) into Eq. 
where 
0 ~ f. [c .. -N. = piuT 1 j=l J 1J 
M 
UT = I u. 
j=l J 
u. 
f. = _J_ 
J UT 
( aci. c .. 
a _2:J.. - 2.J... 







uT may change with time but does not change with space. Substitut-
ing Eqs. (B.5b) and (B.6b) into Eq. (B.l) and dividing all through by 
0 
(¢pi) 
-+--"'""' f C - a f _2:.l. _ ___!J_ - = O aci uT a M [ ( aci. ci. apj ~ 
at <I> ax j~ 1 j ij .Q,j j ax p j ax 
(B. lb) 
Introducing dimensionless variables xD, tD and a constant ~· Eq. 
(B.lb) is rewritten 
ac. M ac£.c .. ) M ~ ( aci. ci. apj) 
_i + L: J l.J - L: _a_ f _2:J_ - __!1_ = o 
atn j=l a~ j=l a~ ~j j axn Pj a~ 
where p. can be obtained as below 
J 
N 
Pj = L: 
i=l 





If we further assume the differences among pure component densities 
are insignificant with respect to the dispersion term, and that the 
dispersion coefficient does not change with space, then 
(3.1) 
Equation 
;iw. .. ... 
l o> r . 17•N. "' R. 
l l 
M 
(2) w. "' -ti l: n.s.w .. + (1-¢1) o
5
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J lJ 1S 
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(4a) l: Ri • 0 
i= l 
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·rJ rJ 
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Table B.l 
Summary of Equations for Isothermal 
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r. • 0 
lS 
(12) P. ,. P · ( Wt p .) 
J J J 
Name 
Stationary phase total 
reaction definition 
Equilibrium relations 
as phase balances 
Stationary phase equi-
librium relations as 
balances 
Equation of state 
Total independent equations " D(H+N) + 2H N + 4H + 4N 












The micellar/polymer flooding simulator used in this research 
consists of one main program, twenty five subprograms and one dummy 










Main program. Drives all subprograms. 
Read and print out input data, calculate or specify some 
parameters, and set up initial conditions. 
Depending on the pore volume injected, call some of sub-
programs HPRINT, PROF, PRFPLOT, HISPLOT, and MATBAL. 
The boundary condition at injector (injected compositions) 
is changed as necessary. 
Print out production history and store the values necessary 
to plot history. 
Print out profile. 
Plot profiles. 
Plot histories. 
Solve continuity equations with fully discrete method. 
Cumulative production and relative pressure drop are also 
calculated. 
Solve continuity equations with semi-discrete method. 







Dummy subprogram needed when DGEAR is used. 
ODE integrator with a RKF algorithm. 
ODE integrator with a RK algorithm. 
IMSL Library59 • ODE integrator, which allow the use 
of either Adams' methods or backward differentiation 
methods. 
DER Calculate the change in concentration as derivatives with 
respect to time. 
PROPRTY Calculate viscosities, fractional flows and mobilities 
RELPERM Calculate residual saturations and relative permeabilities 
POPE Three phase flow model used in original simulator 
HIRA Three phase flow model presented by G. Hirasaki 
LAKE Three phase flow model presented by L. Lake 
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PHCOMP Calculate phase concentrations and saturations according to 
ternary phase behavior. Interfacial tension is also cal-
culated. 







Find a root of non-linear equation with bisection method 
Using the equations of binodal and distribution curves, 
calculate phase composition with one degree of freedom 
Calculate cation exchange 
Calculate cation exchange in case where surfactant complex 
forms. 
Calculate surfactant adsorption.· 
Calculate polymer adsorption 
Gives final condition and material balance error 
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As is shown in Figure C •. 1, there are two loops in main 
program. Depending on the value of ISOLV specified in input data, 
either the semi-discrete method or fully-discrete method is selected 
to solve continuity equations. NSTOP is set to be one in subprogram 
OUfPUT, when total pore volume desired has been injected. 
Figure C.2 and C.3 show which subprogram is called and where, 
for fully-discrete and semi-discrete solutions respectively. Most of 
the subprograms which are the essential part of the micellar/polymer 
flooding simulator are common for both methods. Since subprogram DER 
was separated from SOLVE, ODE integrators such as DGEAR, RK12, or RK1 
can be easily replaced by other methods. 
In subprogram DER, special care is taken for the irrever-
sibility of adsorptions. Since predicted time step size may be re-
jected and all calculations may be repeated with smaller time step 
size, the adsorption calculatd at the last time step are stored and 
can be used when the rejection occurs. This is done by assigning 
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• HINOl>AL CURVE P&PAHETERS U,ED WHEN csF..cT.CSEl)P 
• "lllOl'lll CURVE PIRA'1ETEPS USED WHEN CSE 0 LE 0 CS£1)p 
• SURFlCTlhf IDSO~PTTON PIRlHETER (•AOlltADll•CSE) 
• UlD VILUf Df A3D NEEDED FOR IRREVF.RSl~ll!JY 
• l:llNOOAL CIJRVE PAR&11ETERS (FUEil TO !IE HINUS UNITY 
INSll'lf. THE SIHllLlTORJ 
C(l,J,K) • CUNCF.NTRATION !If COllPOllENT l IN PHAllf J AT K•TH llLl'Cll 
C(l,4,K) • TOUL CllNCENTRATION nF CnHPOllEllT I IN .H08llE PHASE (IR 
OVEIUll COllCEIHRATION nF COHPO~EHT I IN POTH HOBflE 
u.m ROCK PllA~E 
CSE(K) • EffECTTVE SALINITY 
CSEOP • llPTIHAL Sllll<ITT 
C3PH • ~URFACTANT COHCENTRATION IN HOU SllPFACTA"T PICH PHASE 
CqPN • l'OLYl1f.P COllCF.NTRATIUN TN HllST POLT'4ER RIC" PHASE 
CJAl>SS(K) • VOlUHE Of SURFACTA'<T ADSnHflEO PEP UNIT PORE VOLU'IE 
CUOSS(K) • C0"C£NTRATION OF Pl)LT11ER l" ROCK P"ASE 
C1>AllS$(K) • CONCEllTAATIOI' llf CALClllH Jtl ROCK PHASE 
CSAOSS(K) • CO"CENTRITION nf C!lttPLO Ill POCK PHAS[ 
Cl>~ATS(Kl • CUllC[NJRATIOI• Of CllUNTFR IDN OF AOSORBEP SIJRFlCTAllT 







F"I • fl 
tans 
rAST (USfO TO NORHAl.TZf. CO'<CENTRATIO" FOP Pl.Of! 
• ~HALL JNCR~14ENT tlSEO f't TO'ICllG 
• CU"ULATIVE OIL PROOUCTTO!I 
• llt'E STt.:r SIZE tl'VI 
• UIHENSfOHLESS LON~ITllDINAL Ol8PERSIVTTY 
• Tl~E STEP SllE AT Tl1f LAST STEP (FOR Sf~l·OlSCRET£) 
• fRACTlnNAL flON 
• llUTRIAllTlnN CIJllYE PAllA1'£TER (l'IX£0 TO ~f 11•HTY 
INS!OE THE SIH•ILATRN) 
• hlTCH ll~EO TO Of.ll WITH IRRfVEASIPlf" SURFACTANT 
•O~UPPTtn11 WHEN AKI n~ RK!l' IS USEO 
C ICTI • ICT+I 
C ICTz • ICT+C! 
C lEVA • HUHBf.R OF FUNCTION EVALUATION WITH SfHl•lllSCAETE H~THOD 
. c IH • COUNTEP llSED Tl> PUT TITLES IN HISTORY PRINT 
C IPASS • ShlTCH USED TO CONVEPT C(l,a,K! TO l•O APNAY IN SOLVfl 
C IPV • CU14ULATIVE NIJl'RER QF TIHf STEP 
C ISHEAR • INOICATOR FOP SHEAR RATE EFFECT ON POLY~fR 
C K1kK • HLOCK ~UH8£R 
C NE!I • HUl4BfR Of EOU&TlllHS (NCOHP•TCTl 
C NllEJ • NUH8£R OF PAEDICTEll TIHE STEP SllE R£JECTl~N 
c llPH&SE(K) • "U"BEN or P14ASlS AT THF 81.0CK 
C (8£T TO SE a FOR THE LEl'T NOOE OF TYPE 1111 
c IS£T Tn 9E 5 FnR THE RIGHT NODE OF TYPE 1111 
C NSTIJP s INOICATOR WHETHER THE JO~ IS COHPLEfFO 
C Pill • CU"UlATIYE PRODUCTION 
C PERH(J,K) • RELATIVE PERl'ElBILITY 
C PHT(K) • TOTAL RELATIVE MOBILITY 
C PHTLll • TOTAL RELATIVE MOBll.ITY AT INITIAL tnNlllT!nN 
C PRES!Kl • NORHALIZf.D PPESSIJRE ONOP (•PHTLU/PHT(K)) 
C PHfHAX • l'AXIHUH PRESSURE DROP 
c PRESUM • TOTAL PRf.SSURE OROP !S•IH or PRfS(K)) 
C PS • CU"ULATIVE PRODUCTION Of SURFACTANT COl'PLEX 
C ATEHAX • 11Ul14Ul4 LOCAL TRUNCATION ERROR (PELATIVE) F.STIHATEll 
C S(J,K) • SATURATIOll 
C SN(J,K) • SlTUPATION IN REDUCED SITURATlnN SPACE 
C SREU(J,Kl • RESIDUAL SATIJRATIO'I 
C SIR • UR • Af.SllltJAL SATUlllTIO'I !ll'IElfTICAL TO SRF.O(J,kl) 
C TJI • UC! • DESATURATION PARAHET£R FnR MICRQ£HllLSlllN 
C (USEO OHLY Ill POPE•S llFLATIVE PEllHEA~ll.ITV 1100ELl 
C (SET To lERO INSIDE THF. Sl"ULATORJ 
C VP • CURRENT Tl~E (CtJHULATIVE l'4JF.CTION) 
C VPl • TlH£ NHEN T11E INJECTED Sl.UG IS CHANGED NEXT 
C VIS • VISCOSITY 
C UCT • GRID SIZE UNVF.RSE Of ICTI 
c XJFTI (K) • l.H nF Irr llETMEEN AQUEOUS A"O HJCROEHllllllON P•U~E 
C XIFTC!(K) • l.OG OF lFT BET~EEN hlCROEHULSlnN ANO OLElt PHASf. 
C XIFTJ(K) • HlN(XIFTl1XIFTlJ 
C ZE<ll . • TOTAL A"OUNT l~ITIALLY EXISTED 






P1H!GR&~ ~A IN (I t•PllT, 01.ITl'UT, T APf.~• INPUT, T APH•OUTPllT, PLOTRJ 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------- THIS HAJN PPOGRAH OPIVES All 5UAPR0GR&HS, 
C OEPENOING ON ISOlY, COllTINUITY EQUATIONS ARE SOLVED EITHER WITH 
C fUllY•OISCRfTE OR SEMl•OlSCAETf. HfTHOO, 
C ISOLv • P. FOR FULLY•hlSCAETE HF.THOO 
C • I FOi> SE"l•OUfRETE HETHOO 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cll~Hf'IH/H& l"llSOl V,HSTl'IP, 10 
c 
CALL l"r•.•T 
lt(ISOLY,EQ,0)GO TO IA 
Z" CAl.L SOLVE! 
CALL OllTPUT 
IF(NSTOP,HF.,t)r.o TO 7.A 
GO TO 3" 
1<1 C&Ll SnLVE 
C&l.l IJllTPllT 
IF(NSTOP,Nf,l)C:O TO 13 




c--···-··-······-·······-··---······-····-·····--···-···--····-·-······· c THIS sunPPOr:RUI RfAllS A'IO PD("l INP•IT OAT•, 
C SOME PA•AMETEPS A•E CALCUlATEf'I IN THIS SURP•or:RAH, 


















COMHON/PERM/IP(Rtt,P1Qh1P7RW 1f t,E71PIRC,PZRC 
CU~HOH/IFT/Gll1Gl2•Gll10?l1G~z,~z3 
cu~~ON/XIFT/XJFTl!G2),XIFTZ!•Z>•XlfT3(•21,x1FTW 
COHHON/TPAPITll1Tl?1T211T2? 1 T31•Tl1.1SIPN,SZRW,PHT(Q~) 
COHHON/ALPHA/ALPHAt,ALPH&z,ALPHAl1AlPHAa,AlPHA~ 
Co1<~0N/tsEv1s1v1s1,vJs1.,APt,•PZ1AP],SSLOPE 




CUHMOH/HH~/XKC,i•96,XK~~,XKHAT 1 0V 
CD~HON/ION/ffOv,oc3,K 
COHHON/Al0/A]05(Q~),AO]t 1 A0]? 
CIJlll'ION/l NJECT /OVP 1 VP, VT 1 VP! 
COHHON/trLOT/C~~·x,C~HAX 
C•••***** PE•O lttPUT f'>ATA **•"**** 




C INITIAL CONOlTION5 ANO SYST£H YAll!ES 
c 
Rf.AO , .... VT, FFnv. NCOllP. ICT. ICTL· It TIJ 
READ ltl,llT,A8PfP~,Ptt!,EPH!3,[PHTl,OISP 
RE•o lll,C51J,C~ll,sl.SZ,SIA~,szPw 




c P~ASE vlsr.o~ITT P•R•~ETEAS 
c 
REAO lll,AtPHA1 1 AL~H&Z,•LPHA3 1 &lPHA4 1 ALPHA5 
REAU 111,v1s1,v1s2,APl,•P2,•P3,SSLOPF. 
qEAn It 1.r.A11Hf .PnwM.tSF 1,.qt(H.\x.Antc 
C PflATJVf PEP~f AP.ILITY PARAMETfR' 
~l&O llt,PtH•,PZ~w,ft,F?.,PIRC,~?~C 
c 
c PHA~l eE~•VIOP PAn&HfffRS 










C lNJ~CTED SLUG C~"POSITION 
00 lrll U•1 1 t1Slllr. 
IA WflO ltl,VT~(N),(CIN(l,N),l•l,NCOHP) 
c 
C•••••••• CALC"LA1£ PAPA1<[TEPS BASEO O~ INPUT DATA •••••••• 






AAea((2o•C,HAXP)/(l 0 •C3H#X~l)•t2 
All•(l2o•C3HAXll/(1 0 •C3HtXl)l••2 















~O I~ "•lr"Sl.Ur. 
1F<c1Nl5,N).CT,C5~•xlC~HAXaCINC5;N) 
lflCIN(~,N) 0 f.T,C~HAX)C~HAX•CIN(6 1 N) 
12 CONT1Nl'E 
c 
C IHITl~L PER•EA~ILITI£, AND FRACTIO~AL FLON 
SR•(~l•Slq~)/(l,~•SIPW•92RW) 
c 
lf(SR .LT, ~,M) ~As~,B 






C INlTlll A"Ol'NT nf CA~f.l•JH AOSnR~EO 
t 
Ct.f AIJc,.,v 
JflC~ll,LF,~.~) Go Tn 5~ 
C~•C5ll·t~ll 
~q~•·K~6•t?••2/C~ll 




C******** PRJMT INPUT tJ-TA ********* 
PHIMT ?0n,(TlllEfl),la1,7•l 














PR NT p11,v1,rrov,NcOttP,1cT,ICTL,ICTU 




PRINT 21~oALrHA1 1 ALPHA2,lLPHl3,ALP~lGoALPHA5 
PRINT 111,v1s1,vTs2.•r1.•P2.•P3.~SLOPE 
P~INT ?IP 0GlHHF,P0WN 1 CSEl 1 RKHAX,RR• 
PRINT ?19,PIRW,P?PH,~l,E2,PIRC,P?RC 
PRINI 2?.1 0 CJHAX~ 0 C3MAXl,C3MAX2 




DO 15 N•l1HSLUC 




PRINT 231 o ICTL1 ICTU 
PRt~T ~J2.~1Rw,s2Aw,P1Aw,P?PW,FflrFFl 
r. 
CU .. **** HT l•P INITIAL CflNDITIONS ******** 
lllJ 2~ UI .tCT 
c 
c PEPHEABILITIEs. FRACTIONAL FLn~. ANO TOTAL MOAtllTY 
c PE~H(l,Kl•PERMI 





FF(l 0 K)•Ffl 
FF!loK)•Ff2 
ff ( J•K )eri,,, 
PHT(K)•Pl'TlU 
C CO"tE~IRAllONS ANO SATUQATION, 
DO '~ 1•1 0 7 
c 
ou 1r ~Js1,11 
311 C(J1J1K)e\•,A 
























C DISPtRSJON r.O£Fflf.IENT 




C INITIAL COHOITION ltl PR~OUCFR AND CUHULITIV£ PROOUCTION 
·nu 1>a T•!, 7 
·c 
c 














llU •~ 1•111 
an PITJ•l.',r 
Pf:U='91•" 
C••~••*** SJAPT JNJEtTJO~ •******~ 
llU 1z hl 1 7 
c 
110 97 J•1.~ 
q~ tlJ1J1JtTl)•g,q 
UO q~ l•t,t 1COt1P 
~" t<J•l•ICTll•Cl~(l,ll 





c ........ r.u~•.11 ATIYE A~D'JlfT Of EICH CO .. PO"[NT [N.IECT£n •••••••• 
no e• t•lo7 
ea ZllJh<",~ 
ll•V," 
l!O 8~ "•1 1 NSLUI; 
Z•YIN(l'l•Zl 
ZhVl~{tl) 

















2~1 FORHAf(IPX,•S[ttl•PISCRfTF. ~ETH"O•l 
202 FURHAT(/ltt~.•R•1z 18 U~En•) 
2"1 FORHAf(/!~X,•RKt I~ US£1l•) 
2A5 FURHAT(/l~x.•or.[AR IS uSFO•l 
ZIA F0RH&f(//o5X1•lllPUT ULUF.S•,l,U,&('**'),/) 
25A FOR'4AT(IXoT5r• NSLUGa•,IUl 
251 FONH•T(IX,T'io• ISOLY••,rz,125,• ISEH••.12,T•S,• HETH••.1~.T6~. 
I • H[Tf.D••.rz,T~5.• [Pf.~"·•·l~.Tl~S.• I0••.11/) 
211 FORHAT(IX,T5,• YT••rF9,a,12s.• FfOY••,F9,a,T~5.• NCnHP••·T• 
I ,ThS•• ICT••114oT•s.• ICTL••·''•''~~ •• ICTU••1l•1/) 
21~ FOR"AT(IX 1 T5,• t1Ta•,fq.n,TZ5 1 •AAPER"c•,Fq•''TQ5,• PMts~,Fo.a 
I .To5r• EPHl1••,fq •• ,r~s.• EPHt•••1fq,1,r1Ps,. nl~P-~,fq.~,/) 
211 FORHlf(IX,T5r• C511••.rq.•,T25r• Cbll••,F9,a,ras.• Sl••,Ftn.• 
1 ,T6S1• S2••,F1,4,TRS.• SlAW••,fq,o,TtP5,• ~ZRW••,Fq,n,/) 
21• FQRHlT(lX,T5,• r.tt••1Fq,n,T2~.- r.t?••,Fq~•.T•s,• Gt3••,fq,a I ,,6,.. G21••,F9,0,T~~.- G~2·•·F•,,,Ttns.. r.23••,F•,a,/) 
?.15 fORHAT(IX,T5r• Tll••rF9,a,12s.. Tl2••1F9,a,ras,• T?.l••,Fo,a 
l ,T~S•• T~Z••1F?,n,T~S,- XIFT~••,FV,4 1 /J 
216 FORHAT(IX1T5r•AlP~ll••,F~,~,T2~ 1 •ltPHA~e~,fq,4,yq5,•AlPHl3•'•F4,4 
1· ,T65.••lPHAGe•,F~ ••• r~s.••LPH45••·F•,•,IJ 
217 FOR~lT(IX,TS.• YJSt••·Fq,o,tzs.• YIS2••,F9,41T•5·• lPl••,F•,a 
I ,T~~,- •P2s•,fq.z,r~s,• APl••,FQ·~·'''~·-,~lOPF.••,Fq.~,,. 
218 FOAHAJ(l•rT~ •• Gl~HF2•,Fq.1,T2~,. Pnw~ ••• ,, •• ,T45,• CS~1••.Fq,a 
I ,Tb~,~ RKHAX••,Fq.q,fft5,• BOKa•,F~.4,/) 
21' fOqMIT(tY,TSr• PIR~B# 1 fq.e,Tl5r• PZRk••,Fo.1,ta5,• [1••,Fq.~ 
I rT6S•• E~••1F9.4,T"5•• Pl~C••,fq.a,TtR5,~ P2RC••,fq••r/) 
221 f0~HAJ(IY,T5,•CJ~~X~••1Fq.~,T2,,•CJHA•t•• 1 F9••rT'5,•C3HAX2•• 1 FQ,4 
I /l 
1.22 FURHAT(IX,T5r• C2PLC••,fq.4,T2~ •• C2PRC••,F9.4,TG5,• CSF.L••,FO,n 
I 1Th51• C~l\,a1,Fq,4,/) 
1.24 FOR~•T<••1TS1• QY••.FQ.a,r25,. qcsr.aa,F~.•.T~~.· AOJta•,F~.4 
I ,Th~,• AOJ2••,J9,1,f65,• blO••,fq.e,/) 
125 FUPMlf(IX,T5r• A4D••,fQ•4,T2S1• ~·~••1fq.a,J4~,. WKQ6a•,FQ 1 4, 
I T~~·· ~K"&••,fq••rTft5 1 • •KC•• 1 fQ.•,TtM5,• -~~ATc•,FQ•~/) 
22~ FQRHAT(/~X,•CO~POSITtn" OF l~J~CTEO ~LUG•/ft~,l~{••••l/ 
t 9'<, •5lUt:lf, 2X, f'Clll11rl. •It a•W, •~O' 1 1,)( r •tHJ • YOl 1111 1 3Y, •CI•~ 7Y, •C?•, 
t 1x,•c1•,1i,ac••·1w,•c~•,1x,•c4•,1•,•c1•1> 
227 FURHAT( l•tX, l:>rF8• }, ?.~, 7F",~I 
22~ FUNt1'T(llll//5X,•CAl.Clll'TF.D ~ P&R~'4£TFAS FOR A[NOO&l ClfAYF.•l 
zzq FON~AT(1Y,TS,• ••••-,Fq.~,T2~.- Al1.••,fQ •• ,r~s.11 A~··-,F~.• 
I ,T~~,11 121.s~,Fq.a/) 
?H Fl)R~AH //, 5K, •!•II TJ AL CllNOIT ltJNSf 0 / ,U, I I ('*U), 11,~X, 
l lll!W•TE'f ~AltJJU.Tlt:i"' 1•,J>" 1 t1,/,lj~, 
l llOlt SATltRATl1'1'' tlf,,fJ.1,/,t;'( 1 
1 •WHER PH•SF. qnntVE PfR'4, 1•,Fe,0,1,5~. 




s ·~•TE• v1scns1Tv 1•,Fe,e,1,5x, 
h •nn VISCOSITY. 1•,H,4,/) 
Z31 FORtlAT(5r,•P•Bs•tRE MOP RfCIJPOEn HTNfEN•,13.• ANl)•,n> 
~lZ fURMAT(l,5r, 
I ••rs1nu•L HATF.R s•TUR•TJON 1•,F8,Q,l,5X, 
Z •PfSIOUAL Olt. SATllRiTION 1•,F~,4,/,5X, 
3 •ENO POINT •Et. PF.RH, F~R WATfR 1•,F~, •• 1,5x, 
4 -fNO PUJNJ P~L. Pf.RH. rnR Oil 1•,Fft.4,/,~w. 
5 ·~•TER FR•CTJnN•t. FLOW 1•,Fe,e,1,5x, 
b •nil FRiCTIONAI. flOW 1•,FS,Q) 
~·p FORHATl/Sx.•POPE•S HOOEI. I~ usro IF THREE PHASES &PPE&R•) 
241 fORH&f (l~X,•HIRASiKl•S HOOF.I. IS USED IF THREE PHASES APPEAR•) 
Z•Z FURHAf (/5x,• .. OOIFIF.D HIR•S•Kl•S MODEL IS usrn IF THREE PNASES JPPE 
•••-> 2•3 FO•t1if (/5W,•lAKE•S Hl)O[l I~ USED IF THREE PHASF.S APPEAR•) 
Elle> 
SUSRntJTl!tE UUTPIJT 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------- DIOl'Et.Ull•G Ot! HO• "1trH P,V, IS INJ£CTE!', THIS SU,PROr.RA14 CAl.L SOME OF 
C SUHROUllNES LISTE!' ~El~~. 
C HPRINT I P•lllT PRtJOl•CTllHI OURtNG THF. ll~E l11tREM£11T ANO 
C SAVE V~l.1!£5 fl)U PLO! 
C l'ROF I PRlhT PRo1flt.r 
C l'RFPLUT I PLOT P~OFILE 
C HISPLUT I Pt.nT t<IST~Ry 
C HAT8AI. I CAl.tt•LAT~ ~4TERIAL BALANCE [PROR AT THE T£RHINATl0" 
C OF 111.l[CTION 
c EVt:NY ~.01 P,v, PAOPttr.Tlu~ TS PRl~Trn 
c t•t:~Y •l,zo; r,v. PROF 11.E 15 PRHllEO ~NO PLOTT£!\ 
c NHEN Sll•G C•n.ct:NJRO '"·" l••JFCTEO Ill CltlNGfD, ROt•Nt:IARV Cl\NOITION 









cuMHON/S~Hlll~ltfVA,OT~LD,RTE~AX, .. RFJ,l•ns 
CUHMON/Ul•T/ I H 
CO~HIJN/DT/XDT(?nu~.11,r11T(2A~z.11,IPV 
DATA ISLllG,NSTOP,lPV/1 1 ~,0/ 
t)Afl YPH,VPPl~.at,1'.l5/ 
c . 
C•••••••• SAVE 010lU FOR PLOT (SFHf ·Ol~CRETE HfTllQ~) •••••••• 
IFllSOLY,HE,llr.o fn 3~ 
c 
IPhlPV+I 
X(IT (I pV, I) :VP 
YUT(IPV,t)sOTOLO 
3" Cll1tltNllE 
C•*****'* CHECk Mttfft1£~ C01PLETIOH OF JOA ******** 
l~l(VT•VP),LT,t,uE-llJr.o Tll Ill 
c 
c .......... Ct11"4f.E fJ\'llH-'O~RV cnt.il>tTlO·"' Al l'·!JF.CTtlP IF NfCES"APY •••••••• 
c 




oo 25 1•1, .. ,co: .. P 
l5 c11.i,tcHhCt><IJ,tS1.11r.1 
Zll Ct1Nfl,.llE 
C••······ PSll''' UlST"RY ht'\ SAVE O•ft. ~(fA PLOT •••••••• 
lf((VPH•VPl,lll,l,E•IZJRETUn>t 
\tPHtVPH+P • tll 
CAIL Ml'R!r<T 
c 











C•••1ti11t1t11• COt-4PlETlPN Cf JOT\.•••••••• 







1<111 fllHllAT(///151 .. NIOl~P Of llfJfCTION ••1131 











CUHH0N/NO/!CToICTloICT2 0 YICToNC0~P 
CU"HON/INJECT/ttv•,vP,~T,VPI 
COH>10N/PPOOIM/~R,P(7),PR,Zl(7l,ZF.17),S? 










C ........ PRTllT PR!>OllCTIO!l HISTORV •••u•u 
!Ha!M+I 
c 
lf(IH,»E;IJGO TD I~ 
PRINT '.l'I 
PRINT '.lP, YP,(P(ll11•!,7) 1fR,P8,PHT(l),PRfSUH,IEYA 
llo JA .l•l 1] 
l~ PNl"T lOP, J,(C(l1JrfCT2l1l•l•7l,S(J,lCT~l 
PRJNT ?6•, 1c11,1,1cT2l1l•l17l 
&u TD 211 
lfl CONTl'IUE 
PN lllT ~5~1 YP,(P (J) .1•I11). ER1 rf!, PHT (I) ,PRESllH, f [YA 
Du 5P J•l1l 
Sit PRINT l•P, J,(C(l,J1fCTl!.I•l.7l1S(J,ICT~l 
PRINT '.6P, 1r.11.•.1cr21.1s1,7l 
1fltM,c:E;7)!H•IO 
zn CO .. Tl'll!E 
C••••••ta 8AV~ HIStOPY O~TA TO MF. PlOTTf.O ******** 
IPT•IPT+I 
c 















[f (PRffll:IJt-.l':t •PRE"1 1)()J'lifffU.X~PqE~U'4 
C******** ~O~"AT •••***** 
c 
~?.~ FUAHIT (IHI) 





3SX,~HPHA3E,6•o27~CONCEt,fPATION OF COMPONENTS,17X,~HPHASE CUT/ 
•ltX.2HCl.5Y,2HC21SX,,HC3,5X,2HC•,5x,2Hc5,51,2HC6,,x,2HC7l 
z•~ fORHAT (~X.J3,7(1X,Fh,l),5x,F~;·.~·.F6;11 
~5~ FOP.HAT 111,1X,f5,31lX17llX.F6,l),5X,F6,l,ftX,F6,l,11x.r~ ••• ~x.F~.· 
1.sx,1511 
26U FORMAT (6X,3H a,7(tX,F6,a),2(~X.F6,•)) 
REfUqN 
F.NO 
~IJSROUT INE PP(IF 













CO~HON/XTFT/Xtrlt(02) 1 XIFT2112)1XtFT3(•2),XIFT~ 
co~HON/C~IC~•OSS(IR),CC8(12) 










C CALCULATE lfT AttD Dl"F.N~IONLESS OISTANCE FRO" l~JF.CTOR 
DO oP. l•"l,H2 
c 
c 
lf(NP~•SF.(11,EP,3)CO TO ftl 
IF! .. PH•Sf(t),EQ,l)GO Tn 02 
tf((C(3,a,J)+C(7,1,1)l,Lt,A,~UPl)Gn TO 13 
tF<t<3,o,l),lE,U,A)GO TO 13 
TF(CSE(l),t;£,C5Ell,m•,NPHA9F.(l),En,l)GO TO IQ 
CHA2(llotM,q••XIFT?.(tl 
~R•ttll•GHAJ(l)a~,n 




GO TO Oii 
U CIJllTl .. tJF. 
GMAl(tl•l!RAZ(l)an," 
r.kAJ(l)•l" 0 M••JlflW 
1:11 Tn ae 
•2 r:u•<r '"''f. 
l!UA I ( l)ar.RA2( I hr.IUJ(ll•"•" 
























l'9 SP let, 11t(l~P 
5~ PHIHT 15P 1 J,((C(l,J 1 K),Jal,q),~•Hl,N2) 
PRINT l6"1((SHfO(J,K),J•l1l)1K•Ht,N?.) 




PRINT ~l~o(GAAl(~J 1 GRl2(K) 1 9RAJ(k) 1 ~•Nl 1 112) 
PRINT ~?n,(t3Anss1•1.c••n~S(KJ,C~ADSS(K),C~HATS(K),K•Nl1N2) 
PRINT ?.Jn,1cc&1K>,r.~lOSS(Kl,K•~l.N2) 
3~ C1111T INll~ 
(•••*•••• FOQHAT *****••• 
r. 
11·~ FORNAT(ll•1,1~.•PROFILE AT •,rs;l,• p~v. INJF.CHD•/3X.t61211**)/) 
1,2 FOR~AT(/IX 1 13l(IN•)/) 
II~ FUR~ATllX12Hro,~x.n(7X,F5.~,?.X,8H(~PHASE•,Jl,IN),6X)) 
12~ Fo~~AT(tr.~HCSf ,r.SEP,2x.a1sx,f1,4,7x,F1,•.•Xl) 
125 FOP"AT(lr,IPNHO~ •• Of.LP,4(5X,F7.•,7X,F7,•,•x>> 
13q FORHIT(/IX1SHPHA,E1Sr,a1sx.1H1,6X1IH?1hX11N3,5X,5HTOTlL)) 
1•q flJRrlH < 1x,111HUTllRATtoN,112x.1r1,1,7Xl > 
IS0 FURHIT(5X1IHC1ll•IX14(lX,4F7,4)) 
t•H FORHITl1x.10HRF.8, SAT, ·•<2x.3F7,a.7X)) 
17~ FOR~AJ(IY 1 tAHUOP~, SAT,,4(2X13F7;a,7X)) 
U" FIJRllAT(tX,tllNA~l. PEqH 14(2X1~F7,417Xll 
19ff f0AHATllX.tP.NYJSC0$JTY ·•<zx,JF7,a,7Yl) 
ZH~ FORHlTllYol~HfAAC, FLON,4(~X.3F7~•.7x)) 
21e FORH'Tl/IX1JHIFT,7X,4(~X.?HMH,7X,2HH0,1x,2HwO,•X)/ 





RE TUR .. 
[NO 
SU~ROUTINE pqfPLOT 











CUHH0N/CSE/CS£(42l 1 C~El,CSfU 1 RCS£ 1 CS,OP 
COHHl'N/SnL/C( 7, 410?.) 1 S ( \, 4?) ,FF (J,02) ,NPHlM (12) 
COHHON/INJf.CT/OVP 0 VP 1VT,YPJ 
cU1111QN/P£RHC/P~RM(3,1~).~RED(J.•~1.~ .. IJ,•e>,YIS(J,•lll 
COM~0N/AhSORP/CJA0,S(4~l,CaA0SS(•n),CoAOS~l•~>,C6HATS(1Pl 
COHttON/XIFT /llFTI I 42', XJFTZ! •z), XIFTJl•2l, Xl'111 
COMHON/CP/CdlPSS(•~i.cc~!•?.> 
COHHON/PRE3S/PHTLU1PRESU~.1cTL,ICTU1PRES(•~> 
CUHHON/TRAP/DU~HY(A) 1 PHT(4P) 
CUMHON/CPlOT/C~HAK,ChHAX 




COHHON/L I llHOD/LI NMQO 121 l 
CO~HON/AXlA81./XLA~EL!Jl 1 YLARF.L(3) 1 NXCHlA,NYCHAR,LAAST0 1 ll~TYP, 
IS IZT, al zr,, NOEC 
CO~Hl'tUTITL /NTITLF.,ITITl.15151 
C•••••••• SAVE VALUE~ TO BF. PLOTTEO •••••••• 
1>0 5POI kal, JCT 
xOL(K)•XICT•fLOATllCT•Ktl) 








































!!O 5<'A2 1•1,llCl)HP 
XOI CK, IJ.XDLIK) 
Y4(K,tl•C(!,O,k) 










IX 11 tl' 
JYsif 






JF(JPLT,Nt,J)GO TO 6103 
IX.IV.z 


































































CALL THEPLT(XD!,YJ,IPLT 1 NYECT 1 NPTS 1 NHAX2rLl~TVPI 










f.AtL T4EPLT(YOl 1YIFT 11PLT1MYECT1NPTS1NHAX21LINTYP) 
Yl t~F.L IJ I"'"" TY hi 
lf(IPtT.~E.J)Gn TO 110r 

















































CALL THEPLT(XP!,YH,1PLT,MVECT,MPT9 1 NKAX2,LINTYP) 





























C•••••••• PLOT HISTORY (PRINTER PLOT) •••••••• 
IPLT•I 
HllAX3•';M 














CALL THE PL T(XOH, YH3, IPLT ,NYE CT ,NPT 1 NllAJ3,l INTYP) 
NVECT•7 
CALL THEPLT(XOH,yHa,tPLT,NYECT,NPT1NHAX3,llNTYP) 
JF(SZ,LE.~.~)GO TO 9ne 
~VfCT•J 
YLlH~L(ll•l"HPHA9E CUT 
YlA8fL(2l•JMHOR Oil REC 
YLA11£L(3l•!~HUVEAY 






IT I Tl<?, 1 Jzl~H 
Ill !LO, t)st?IH 
ITITL(O,ll•l~H 
HYFCTst 









CALL THEPLT(XOT,YOT,IPLT,NYECT 1NPT,NHAX3 1LINTYP) 














on 2""' 1•1,7 
Z110 •IP! I ll•lPT 




WLA8EL ( 7.) •]HTEO 
vL•aEL(Zl•IAH PH•SE COH 
lTllll?1 I l•511UP TO 
E~con[1q,,A~~.1TITL!11lll yp 










CALL THEPLT(XOH 1YHo,lPLT,NYECT 1NPT,NHAX3,LINTYP) 
C PLOT PHASF. CUTS AllO Cll>l•ILATIYE l'Il RECOVERY 




YLA8F.L(2)•l"HOR OIL qEC 
YLA8EL(J)•!~HOVE~Y 
CALL THEPLT(W0~ 1 FFP,IPLT 1 NVECT,NPT,~HAXJ 1 LINTYP) 
91M COllTIN11£ 






YLAB~LC2l•!llH PRf S5UqE 
YLARELOl•I AllUPOP 
IF<PAEHAx ,LF., s.~> rvaz 
tf(PqEHAX ,LF, 5 0 ~) YO•l,W 
CALL THEPLT(XOH,FfPP,IPLT,NVECT,~PT,N"AXJ,llNTYP) 
IFll,OlY,E~.~lGO TQ 4IAA 














LIN hp( I )•A 










c--------·-4------·········--·---·-············-··-··········~---······-c: Tiii$ SUllPROr.RA" SOLVES C:O'ITINIJJTY EDUlTIOllS, 
C FllLLY•OUCR£TF fllll~Atln E'JlEll U ltSEll, 
C CllHllLATIVf. P~OOUCTIO~ A~P Rf.LATIVE PRESSU~E DROP ARE ALSO C:ILCULATEO, 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c 






COHHO>l/P'll V lO/CqP11, U0,810 
COKN0tt/HH~/XkC 1 Xk1~,kKA~ 1 XKHlT,9V 
CU"KnttlAOSnRP/C3ADSS(l~l,Ca&OS$(48l,C6A0SS(lt),C6HAT8(49) 
CUH"ON/CA/CftAOS,(AA),Cr.8(421 
CO't'1011/lllJFCT /OVP, VP, VT, VPt 
co,.HOlltPf'OOlll/f.R ,P ( 11, PB, Zt ( 7) 'Z'-<1> 'Sl! 
COHHOll/Tll&P/l)UIHIY (A) 1P<IT ( 41') 
CllllHOll/PPf.55/PHTLt.t, P'IESUH, ICTL, ICTU, PRES ( ''"l 
CllHHOfl/lt.lN/FfOV' DCl, K 
c ........ COllCF.NTRATIOl•3 l'I pqooucnoN ....... . 
c 
011 JS7 1s1,11co11P 
c<t.•,rcT2>•"·" 




IC( I,~, ICT2l 





lf((VP•VP!l,LT;a,~)QO TO 12 
ftVPPanvp. VJ.' I •VP 
vp•yPI 
ff DVPsffOV•OVPP/OVP 
I?. CONTI ttlll; 
c ........ cu~lll.ATIVE PRnDllCTIO>I ....... . 
c 




c ........ REDlFlt!F. TOTAL cn11PO~lTlflN BY INCLl•OING ADSORPTION •••••••• 








C•••••••• l''ll.VF. r.ornumttY ~t11.14Tto-. •••••••• 
00 zq Kk•lolCT • 
K•1cr+1-n 
DU 3~ Ta I , llCnHP 
ffO~•GFUr.t•l1 0 ~ 
Ou 25 .J•l1l 
IF Ill ,F.U, 11 GO TO ~R 
c 
C HATERIAL TRANSPORT 8Y OISPfRStON 
FFUN•FFU~+DISPJ(Jl•(FFIJ,lltll•(Cll,J,K+!)•C(l,J,K))• 
lff(J,Kl•IC!l,J,K)•C(l,J,K•l)))•fLDAT(ICTl 
no To 25 
~0 ffUH•FFUN+OISPJ(Jl•(FF(J,2)•(C(l,J,2l•C(t,J,lll• 
tFF(J,\l•!C(t,J,\)•C(l 1J 12lll•FL0ATllCTl 
c 





fNACCF.S~fAl_E PORE VOL1/HE5 TO sURFACTANT AllO/OR POLYMER 
lf(f ,[Q, J) EP~ll•EPH13 
If(! ,E~. 4) EPHll•[PHll 
co ,•.•o•co ,1,111-FFovP•<GFuN.rFuN11EPHr 1 
IF<c<1,•.KJ,r.E,•l,E•S)GO TO •e~ 
PfiJNT 191 1 f,K,C(! 1 1,~) 
191 FOR~AT(//lq~,•HEGATIVE CONCE~T•ATION OCCURED AT SUAPRl)ARlH SOLVE•/ 
I /15Y,2HC(,llolH,l,,121JH) •,£15,7) 
nu 910 K~G•ltlCT 
9IR P~t'IT '>l~1KNG,(C(ING,4 1 1(•1G) 1 1Ntl•l1NCOHP) 
··~ foRHAT(lnX,IJ,7GIG,6) 
STOP 
""" 36 C•INTIHllE t.:OllTl'fllF. 
c 
C*•****** to~ F.XCHANr.t ******** 
If (QV ,GE ,R,llAlll )CAl.L IOHCNn 
c 




lf(C(J,1 1 K),LT;!,~F-~)GO TO 28 
IF!A~h ,l.T, I,~£-~) QD To <!(I 
C3PH•A~AXl(C(J,10K),C(J,~,K),C(J,J,Kll 
lf(NPHAS[(~l,£Q,llC]PHaC(],1 1 K) 
CALL CHE~AO~(C(3,a,Kl 1 CJAOSS(llltA309(k)) 








lf(C(• 1 •,KJ,LT,1,Pf..~)r.O to 19 
IF!AOO ,LT, l~F.-~l GD TU 2~ 
C•••***** POLY~f.R AO~o~rtt'l~ ******** 
COPH•,~AXl(C(O,l,Ml,C(4 0 1,K),C(4,J,K)) 




t•••••••• PttA'fE C".ttlCf-iT~AJtOf.'S AJ.tf\ PRfJP[S>Ttf1' *******• 
l:All pqflPllTY 
c 





oo 1~.l Kw1,1r.T 
PrifS(Kl•PHTLll/PHT(kJ 





c----------------------------------------------------------------------- THIS SU~PROGRAll SOLV~S CO"Tl~llITY EDUAT!O~S, 
c SEHl•OISCRfTE HF.THoO 1 1 1T~ ~HHrl!IC•L o.n;E; l~TEGRlTQR IS USED~ 
c o.o,E, IHTEr.R•TOR ts ~ElEr.TF.O lCCORnl~G TO 18EH AS FOLL~•SI 
C !SF.It •I I RK!2 
C •2 I Rkl 



















DATA IPA~SOl 0 IPlSS,INOEM/B,0 0 ll 
C•••••••• ~E•RRANGF. TOTll CONC~NTRATION ARRAY nNLY AT THE 'IPST TIHE ••• 
IF(!PASSnL.NE.q)GD Tn IR 
c 
IPlS,1Jl"I 
1>() lP 01,rcr 




C•••••••• COHP~SITION OF PRQOUCTION •••••••• 
l•D Jl l•l 0 llCOt4P 
c 
cu.~. ICT?.)•~ ... 
'"' J;> .1.1,1 
ctt•••!CT2l•C(t,•,tcrz>+C(t,J,tl•FF(J,I) 
3l CONT J 11UE 
CSE(ICT2la(C(5,a,ICT?l•C(6,41ICT?.)+RCSE•C(6,4,ICTZll/ 
1c<1.a.1cT21 
c ........ UVF. OLO VAL•.IES FOR CAlC•flATJON OF CU .. lfllTIVE PRnDuCTION ••••• 
cc~otn•cr.1111> 
OU JI, .1 .. 1,3 
JI, FfOll'(J)•FF(J,Jl 
I; 
C•••····· rHTAtN snturtryN ~ITH SF"l•Dl~CPETE HETHon •••••••• 
ff'(l~t;tt.,.:E.1>Go f(t '-"' 
c 
C or.HR I~ llSfO 
IF ( l'lllf)(. r:o.' )OVP•tt. :iin I 
JF (OVl•,G~ • (VPl•VP) I I ~OH•2 
'>UH (II I :sUTt4,'\ X 
r.•ll •Jr.F.AR(~F.A,O~Q.fr.NJ,vP.nvP,Cr.,vE~O,EPP,~F.TH,~ITER,tNnEx, 











PRINT ~""• VP,DVP,l)IJH(ft), tDllH(61 r tEVlr lOUH(T) 1 IDUH(~), INDEX 
~p~ fURHtT(8•.•VP,l)VP,HU~ED,OROEA,1Evl,NSlEP,NJE,JNDEX•,5x,Jg15,5,~16J 
r.o To ~z 








C•••••••• Q(tATIVE PDESSUR( DROP A~D TOTAL PRESSURE DROP *******" 
PRESIM•O.~ 





C•••••••• CUHULATIYE PRQOUCTION ******** 
IF!ISF.~oF.O,JlDTOLO•OVP 






SU!'ROUTH'E FCIU(N,X 1 V,PO) 







c---------------------------------------------------------------------·a C T'llS IS ... ll,l',E JlllEllRAT~A ll1Tl1 HEP SIZE CONTqOL, 
C AIJNGE•KIJTTl-HHLHERG ALGORITH'4 OF FIRST lNI) SECOND OAl)ER U U~E0 0 








-CO~Hl)!lf~E••t OU !EV• ,UTOLO, RTE'10, NREJ, I •os 
COl<HOll/11(1/ICT, JCT 11 ICT?.1 Xll:T ,NCOHP 
CUHH()ll/5!•L/C (7, q, 42) rS( ) 1 •?.> 1 FF(J, •;!) ,NPHAS[(U) 
REAL X(l,,Y(28n),Fl(?.ftn),F?.(?.ft~).FJ(28•) 
REAL P"l(7) 1 PP?(71 
llATA llRf.J/C'/ 
IF (!PASS ,NF., el GO TO ~ 
ll'lSS • I 
HZI • lZ • 1,IZ, 
Cl • K3t • 1,1256, 
CZ • H12 • 2~5,125&, 
1)1 a CHI • CllJ • t,1~12, 
CHZ • ?55,li!~6. 
PCT • ·" . 
f.8US • 1,F•IZ 
PMJNT 11!<1,PCT 
IWI fORHAf(//l~X,•PCT ao,F~ 0 )) 
C•ll l)f.R(N,T 1 X,FI) 
~ CONT l1111E 
t AOS•il 
I'll zr l•t.MCl)14P 
PPI ( ll•n,I! 
no Zit J•l1l 
2~ PPt(JlaPPl!tl•FF(J1 ll•C(l 1 J 1 1) 
? CUtlfl ~•If. 
TY a f+AZ•IH 
t•ll~I • i'Zl•OT 
nu 2 I • 1,N 
?. YI!) s X(ll+RBZl•Fl!I) 
CALL l)~R(N,TY,Y,FZ) 
l'O JP. l•I ,•ttm1P 
PP2(ll•"'•" 
IHI );> .fst, l 
]~ PP21t)sPP2(1J•FF(J 1 11•C!l 1 J 1 1) 
J11 C (I,•, ICT?.Ja(PPI (t )+?55,•PPZ!I )}/256, 
·ry a '•OT 
BllJI • P31 •0T 
A"32 • IHZ• DT 
!>U J t • I 111 
l Y(J) • J(ll+n~Jlofl(l)t~AJ?.•FZ(tl 
!:ALL Of.R(N,tY,v,FJl 
DUI • "l•llT 
Qf~MlX a ERIAS 
1)0 • t a loN 
ATE • •~S!Fl(ll•FJClll•llllt 
AY s Al!HY!llJ 
IF (AV ,LT, Yntl~l AV s Y"ll9 
PER• ATF/•1 
Jf (AF.A ,GT, ATEHAX) RTE~AXoRER 
CONTlUUE 
DTOLll • llT 
OT•OT•JLIJ•PCT. (ERA/ATE•U x) ••• 5 
OT a l'11~1 (Dl,OTHAX) 
IF (NTF.MAX ,LE, EAAI GO TO 7 
OT • OT•~9 
NllEJ"NREJ+I 
IAOS•2 
Go rn ' 
T a T+nTOLO 
00 15 I a t 1 N 
Fl(I) • r)(I) 






SUHRmlTl~E RKl(T,X,",OT) . 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------c THI~ IS AN n,o,t, !llT(GQ,TOR ~!TH STEP SIZE COH!ROL~ 








llA TA llRF..J/~/ 
If (JP&~~ ,NE, ~I GO TO ~ 





Ptl • 1 8 
~~us • 1.c-12 
l'HJNT l1•~ 0 PCT 
18~ FOPH&T(//l~X,•PCT ••,fn,JI 




TY • l+AZ•lll 
-,,82 I a 8ZI •IJT 
no 2 I • I ,N 
2 v<11 a X(tl+~8?.l•Fl(tl 
CALL ll[H(N,TY,Y,f?.l 
1)01 c Ol•llT 
•t£H•x • r.1•1•s 
OU I 1 • 1 rt4 
&TE• &RSCF!Cll•F~(lll•DOI 
Av • .nsrvctll 
IF (&y ,LT, YBJASI &Y • YB!AS 
RlA • ATE/AY 
Jf(RER,GT,OT[~AXIRTE~AX•REP 
Q r.011TJ111Jf 
IJT(lLll • 111 
"T•DTOLll•PCT•(ERR/~TEHAXI••·' 
UT • AHl~I (llT,DTMAXl 
If (PT~M~X ,LE, ERR) GO TO 7 
OT • OJ•.ci 
~REJ•llllF.,l+t 
IAUSa;i 
r:o rn " 
·1 T • T+llTl!Ln 
DO 1'5 t • 1,11 
FJ(IJ • F2(1l 




c--···-------------·---------·-·························-··············· C THIS SUSROUTl~E C•LC•QATES CH•~GE (rl COHC£NTRATION AS OERIV&TIVE 






D(ME~s10 .. C3AOnLO(QA),AJOOLO(Q~),C•AllOLD(•~>.c3PHU(•P),CoPHO(OP) 
~UH"DNISE"ID2/IEVA 0 DTl)LO,RTF.M&X 0 NRfJ,tAD5 
CUM"ON/"0/TCTolCTt,tC!2 0 JICToNCO~P 
CllMHOlf/SYSTEM/llT, AMPEll~ 0 PHI 1 EPHl1 0 EPM(n,DISPJ (I) 
CotHION/SnL/C ( 7, •• a?.), so.·~). rr ( '· •21, NPHASE ( •2l 
CO"NOH/CSE/CSE(o,l,CSEL,CSEU,RCSE,CSEOP 
COHHON/A301A30S(~B),&D31oAnl2 
cu,..:-1otf1C1tf.•••n1c )Pit, a 10, JJ'.'O 
CO~tlnN/POLYAD/C:Qf'H, Ol),tlOD 





IEV .. IEVA+I 
Coo••••• SAVE VlL•IES ~HICH StlnllLD Bf llSEO JN CASF. Of RE.IECTION •••••••• 
lf(IAOS,~E,AIGO TO 5~ 






IFCIPASDFR,EA,~ICO TO J~ 
c . 
C•••••••• llESET VALUES (N CASE Of REJECTION ******** 
IF(IAoS.~E.21 r.o TO ~b 
c 




'5& cu••TJ ~u~ 
c ........ q[UT TOTAL tu«PQSlrtou l'ROrl HS SENT fROH llKI?. ....... . 
<HJ 2" K•t,JCT 
{H) '" T•J ,MCOHP 
ll•(K•ll•~CU~P+l 
cc1,•.~>•v<11> 
Jflc<1••,Kl.GT,•l,E-~1r.o TO IP 
PRINT 1~P 1 ) 1 k,r.(t,•,Kl 
, .. ~ FURMATf//~X.•lffG•Tl~F. co•1cFNTRAl!DN ntCIJllED JN SUAPRllGllAH DER•// 






C******** 10'' FXCHA~~E *****••• 
lf(Qv.G£.t•.~~~f>C•tl tn~(~G 
c 
t••ill'***** Cl-ff HJ CAL 4",,nRPT ftJ'' ***•**** 





lf(C(J,o,Kl,LT.1.PE·~lGO TO 28 




IF ( uos.r !l,ZICJPllsr.)PHO(K) 
CALL CttE14AON (C (l, 4, K' ,CJAl>l!S ( K), A )OS (K)) 
c 
C•••••••• CHAMr:E OEflNITIOH OF TOTAL C!IHPOSlTION 







C••······ POLY~ER &osn~PTtoq ******** 
lttt(4,4,Kl,LT.t.~F-,l~~ rn z~ 















C•••••••• CllCl 1lAJE OEPIVATIVES ******** 
on 2'1 1•:1, lr.T 
olcT+t·T~ 
nu lb T•1,uct1HP 
FftfN( I •Kl :sr.flhH I 11<l •~.'1t 
llU 25 Jzt,J 
trtK ,fu. 11 ;n rn "~ 
c HATf.klAL TH•N~PrNT My OtsPCRSIO~ 
f FUii( I, K lsff!IH( 11 K)•OISP.l(J)•(FF!J, Ktl) •ft( I ,J, Kt! l•C( 11 J 1 Kl)• 
tftlJ,K)•(C(l,J,Kl•C(l,J,K•lllJ•fLOATllCTl••Z 
f;(I l(I ~'S 
~a FfUNll,k)•FF~N(l,KJ•nJ~PJ(J)•(Ff(J,2J•(C(l,J,2)•C(t,J,tl>­
lft(J,1l•<C(l,J,1J-c11.J,p)1)•FLOAT(ICT)••2 
c H•T[RIAL TRAN~PnHT Oy to"vEr.110N 
c 
2'; Gf IJH(l ,K )wr.FU,.(l ,Kl +(FF IJ1UI) •Cfl ,J,Ktl )•Ff (J,KhC(T ,J,K)) 
1 .. 1.0AT!lr.tl 
F.Yltltxt .11 
c l'IACCtS~l~Lr POPt vnt,tl .. ES T(I ~llAFACfANT AllD/011 POLYMER 
ff(I .ru. ll EPHll•EPHIJ 
trct ,f.Q, Q) (PHl!•EPHIQ 
ll:(M•ll•NCOHP+I 
















COt<HOlllS''EVIS/GAHHF ,PO"N,CSE 1,AKMAX,ARK, I SMEAR 
COllHO•l/SYSTEH/\IT I •~PERt<,PHI ,EPltl),[PHia,018PJ(Q) 
COH~~H/TRAP/Tll•Tl2•TZt,T2l1T311T3~,SlRW,SZRW,PHTl4") 










110 21' K•t,ICT 
CJ7•t<J,41K)+Ct7 14,K) 
IF(NPllASE(KJ,E1>,1l C'l TO 51 
!IO 5a ~•t,3 
lf(5(t••Kl.~T.-~.~dl) nn TO 5~ 
~lllT!'(l>,?'IA)K 









lflNP•OSE(KJ,Efl,Jl'lO f{l 1>5 
IF(NPH&~F(KJ,EQ,llr.tJ Tn 1>6 
lf(C~I LT,n,n~~t)f;~ TO 67 
IFICSF.!KJ,~f.,CSEIJ,OR,'IPHAS~(K),En,•)Nl•2 
IFltsF.IKl,LE,CSlL,llR,NPH•SE(Kl,Efl,5)Nt•2 
l:iJ T" 65 
11·1 112•2 








C ........ P'JLY1tf~ EFFECI tJ•t Vl~COSITY ~XCEPT Sl<EAA RATE EFFE(T •••••••• 
VUPPa~l~I 
tF(C(1,a,~).Lf.t.!•l·'l~O Jn ~8 
c P~H·• PEO!ltTJOtt t='At:T0'1 IU( 
Pksl.~t(Q~:t4l•l.~l•~Q~tC(•,JP,K)/(t.+8RK•C(G,JP,")l 










C•••-•••• P~ASF Yl5COSITIES ******** 
VlS(l,KlaYIS(Z,K)aVl,(J,K)•I.~ 
c 








If(NPH\Sf<•>.E~.•>~o Tn 12~ 










flll M 19 






lf(C]T,GF,tt 0 ffHAl)P£~H(],Kl•l,8 




C CHlCK -4!T~fR S~EAR ~ATF. ffFECT IS NEEDED 
IFtlVI~,lE,1,ANO,~PHASEtK)~NE,l)GO TO 215 
IF(JS~f.AR,E~,l)GO To ZIS 
c 
lf(Pf.~~(Jp,K) ,LE, 1,AE·~l GD TO 215 
lf(S(JP,k) ,LE. 1.nE-~l r.o TO 215 













lf(YIS(JP,K) ,LE, Y!Sll YISIJP,Kl•Yl,I 
?.15 CllNITNllE 










Co••••••• RECALCULATE VISCOSITY MITH SHEAR RATE EFFECT 
lf(ISHEAR,EU,l)GO TO 1~ 
c 
lf(C(a,a,Kl.LE.1.E·l~)flO 1n '~ 
IF(~ER~(JP,Kl,LE.l,E•&,OR,S(JP,K),LE;t;E-~IGn TO 7~ 
tF<tVIS.LE.l,lNO.~PHASE(K)~NE,llflO TO 62 
1~ cONTl1UE 
c ........ UPllATE PllT(K) A~n RECALCllLAT'- TRAPP!~ll FUNCTTO'I **•••••• 




lf(R~LPE.LT.~.•PllRO rn 2ff• 
lf(lPHl,CE,lo)r.n Tn ~ff5 
If (!Pill ,r,E,2lG'1 Tll II~ 




GO TO 41! 
C U~LE5ll Cll'l'/f.RllEO, PlllNT "ES'AllE A'ID SHOW ITERATION 
zHS wHITE(~,qqq)VP,K 
c 
qqq FOR~AT(///\~Xo•PHT UIO NnT CO.,VERGE•ll2W1•YP••rF6,•lllXr• Ka•,!211 
I l~X,ZHJPr4Xr6HPHJOLO,qx,•H•MP£,12~•5HFJOLnl 
00 qqw IPa!,lPHT 
qq1 WRITEt•199AllP,PHTOLn(IP),ARPE(IP) 1F10LO(IPl 
qql! FDRHA1f l~X,12r3El~.7) 
STOP 




c ........ HA~E ALL "n'l•F.XISTINr. vncnlltTY FQUAl ZERO •••••••• 
lf('IP~A$£(K),En,3)G0 T'l 75 
lf(NPH&SE<•J,Ell,llr.O Tn 76 
c 
lf(C\7,LT,~,o~~ll~O TO 77 
If <c~E <~ 1. nE,CSF." ,nR ,NPH•SF. (K > ,Eg,41v 111cz,~1 .w , .. 
lf(C~F.(K),l.E,C$El,OR,'IPHUF.(K),Ell,5)Yl~(l,K)a0,R 
GtJ 1n 75 
11 vho,•1o11 ... 




2'1 tU"TJr.111 ~ 
ff(l~R~l.~l.llGO Jd ~~~ 








no '17~ 10•1,JPHT 
'11~ P~l~T q~a,tP,PHTOL»ttP) 1 ABrE(IPl,F30l0!1Ptl) 
'111 CUtll Jti1J~ 
::~ ~3=~:~1~~~:··~~ ••~~!A;~~&w,•BLOCK •1•Rl1l 
'18, F0RHAf(/15k,•lT O~ TH qlOCK (NPHASE ••1131*)*/ 





SUBllOtJT 111£ RELPER·1CK l 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------- THIS SUflP~OGRAH GIVE~ RESlmtAl SATURATION ANO RELATIVE PERH[AAILITY, 
C WHEN THREF. PHASES APPEAR, A RELATIVE PERMElA!LITV HODEL IS SELECTEO 
C ACCORPING Jn IPERH, 
C lPEPM • P I POPF.•9 HODF.L 
C • I I HIRASAKT•S •tOl.\El 
C • 2 I MnDlFJEO HIRASAKt•S HOOF.l 








tOHH0H/XIFT/XIFTt(ft2),XIFT?(02loXl•T1(02) 1 XIFTW 
CQHHON/RESTO/SIR 1 52R,,1R 







IF(HPHASf.(K),En,31Gu TO ·~ 
c 
C•••••••• T~~ PH48E FLOW *•*****• 
c 




t37•C(),a,K)tC(7 1 ~,Kl 
lf(C]1,LJ,A 0 A~Al)~O TO ~Al 
IF<tSE<Kl,~E.CSE~.nR,MPHASE(K);En,a)SNON•S(J,KI 
lf(C5E(Kl,LE,CSF.L,nR,~PHASF(K),E~,5JSNF.T•S(],K) 
211 I CtJllT I ~llE 









SN(Z,Kl•!,P·S~(t 0 K) 
~H(J.M)•~.~ 
c 














lf(C\7,lT,l',n~Rll~" TQ q9 





''<! ],KJ•~N( I• 0 
8N(S 1 t(lef".C" 







s,..<z,f( ,.,, ... , 
G•l Tn qq 
















c----------------------------------------------------------------------- THIS IS A TPPEE PHASE R[LAllYE rEPHEAnlLITY HnOEL, 

















lf(SH(\ 1 Kl,LT 1 P,~lS~(l,K)•n,R 
lf(S~(l.M).LT.~.n)SN(2,~)•n.M 













c----------------------------------------------------··--·······-······· C THIS 19 A THHf.E PHASE RELATJVE PER~EARlLITY HODfL. 









C RESIUllAL SATllRAT!llN 
S32R•S2Rk•(l.+T21•(ALO~l~(PHl(K))+XIFTl(K)+T22ll 
SJIR•$JR~•(t,+Ttl•(ALOr,t~(PHT(Kll+X!FT2(Kl+Tt2)l 












C NO~~ALIZEO ~ATURATIO~ 
SN(l,Kl•19(1,Kl•SIR)/(l 0 •(8l?.R+SIR)l 
Sh(21K)•(S(2,kl•S2Rl/(l,-(831R+92R)) 
SN(J,K)•(S(J,Kl•SJR)/(l 0 •(31R+S2R+93R)) 
lf(~N(l,~l.lT 0 A,~)9N(l 1 K)•~,R 
c 
IF ($11(2 1 Kl.LT, A, "'l9N(C!, K )•R, ll 
lf(9H(),K),LT,~.u)S~(31Kl•~~~ 











C RELATIIVE PfR~EA61llTY 
P[RH(t 1K)•PtR•8Nll1Kl••EIC 





c------------------------------------------------·-------•-----····-···· C T~IS 19 A T~~fE PHA~E RfLATlYE PfRHfAPILITY HODEL. 
c THIS IS • HODJFIEO vrnstUN or HIRASAKI•~ HOOEL, 
c THIS ~UPPR~~RAH IS ~OT CO~PLETEO YET (NfEO HOPE HOO!f!CATJON), 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c 




















C ENO POINT A~() CURVATIJRE tlf Rf.LATIVE PE!IMEIBlLITY CURVE 
c 
























lq no 2~ .1a1,1 
21 PtP~(J,K)•S(J,K) 
RETUPN 





c----------------------------------------------------------------------- THIS IS A THPEE PHA~E RfLATIVE PfR~fA~lllTY HOCl~L. 




Co~H~N/SOL/C ( J, o, •11, s c 3, a 211 FF ( 3, ,2), NPHASE ( •2 l 
COH~ON/PERH/IPERM,PIR• 1 P?q~,E! 1 E2 1 P!RC,P2RC 
CO>tH~H/TPAP/Tll,T12,T~l,T22,T311T321SIRW1S2RW,PHT(4A) 






























C RELAJIVF. P[~HEA~ILITl~S 






c-------·--····---------------------·----------······-·--------·---····· C THIS SUPPRO~RAH GIVES PHA~E COHP~~ITIO~~, SATURATIONS, ANO JFT 1 c HOO If IEO HA"O EOU•TIOl<S ARE USEO ff) onTAIN PHASE [QUJLBRll•H: 




CQHHnN/N~/ I CT 1ICTI1ICT2,x1cT, HCO~P 
COHHnN/IFT/GIJ,Gl2oGl3,G2!1G22,G2l 
co·•~oN/AIA 11, • 12, •21, •n 




COMMON/XIFT/XIFTl!42) 1XIFT2(4Zl1•ItTJ(GZJ 1XIFTW 
00 1~1 K•lolCT~ 
Kk•K 
JFIK .~n. ICT!l no TQ IOI 
c COt'~INE SllRFACTAllT ANll ALCOl'OL TOGETHfR •s co~PON~~T TH•EF. 
IF(C(7,4 1K) ,GF., l,0f•~) RSA•C!3 111Kl/C!7 111K) 
C(3,l,K)•C(J,G 1KltC(7,a,k) 
c 
C ffST FOR CHF.HICll 
lf(C(1 141Kl,LT,O,IHIC1) Gn TO &P 
lf!C~E!K),11,CSEll) GI) TO ell 
c 
C•••••••• TYPE ll(t) BEHAVIOR t HIGH SALINITY •••••••• 
41"411tAIZ•CSE(K) 





C(3,J,Kl•l,0•C(!13,KJ•C(Z 1 J,k) 
lf(C(],l1Kl,LT,C!l,4,K)) Go TO 25 
HP"lSF. (K) •Z 
lf(4p5(C2PlCl,r.1,,~~AnJ,ANn,AeSCFll,GT,,PAARJ)GO TO IZ 
Cf lrl,K)•l•"' 
c 1.,t,tc>•n ... 
c<:h t •k>•t:t.u 






C ClLCULlTE R~I oR32 AT PLAIT POINT 
KR•C3PLt/C?~lC•!,E•lh 
XL•l.~f-7 
C C•LCULATE THE CO~CE•ITAATION~ OF C!l"PONENT9 OF TWO PlllSES 
C•Ll TIELl~f.(XR,xll 
00 11 lal,b 
13 C<l•'•k)cC(l,2,Kl 
II llU I'; J•J,~ 
t'I co,z.•>•q,a 
flU I• h~,b 









c (4, ,, I() •fl.0 
C CALCUL•TE INT£RFACIAL TF.NStnN 8F.fWEf.N HICPO£MULSION ANO MATER 
•IFTl!Kl•GIZtGll/(Gll•Clt,3,Kl/C(3 1 3,K)+I,~) 
XlfTZl•l•XIFTl!Kl 
(:Q TO l~P 
2Q IFIC•E(KJ.GT.CSELI G~ TO 3~ 
c 





C(2,3,Klcl.~•(A3tt1.«)•C(1 1 3 1 M) 
C(l,,,K)•l,~•C(l,],K)•C(?,3,K) 
Jf(C(],l,Kl.LT,C(3 14,K)) GO TO 2~ 
~PHAH(Kl•2 




c;:o to ti!! 






c CALCULATE T~E CONCEllTRATl~~s nF coHPONENTS OF T~O PHASES 
CALL !JELl~EIXR,XL) 
no 2:t st,,., 
2l C(l,3,K)sC(t,l,K) 
18 hO U l•t,~ 
22 c<111••>·~·'-' 
Ill• 21 1•5.6 
no 21 ·'•Zr l 
21 tltrJ1Kl•C(l,•,Kl•C(l,J,K)/C(l,l,K) 
'(J,KJ•IC(l1•rK)•Cllr2rKl)/(C(l13rKl•C!lr21KI) 
S(~ 1 K)sl,~•S(l,K) . 
~H 1 r'<J~O~lt 
C~Q,3,KJ:cc~ ••• ~,,~<1,M> 
t(ta 1 LJ 1K)sn.iJ 
C CALCULATE l~TE~f&Cl4L TE~Rl~N RETWEEN MtCAOEHULSIO~ A~D OIL 
K!f l~(K)•G22+G~l/(G23•r.l?rl•K)/C(J,],K)+l,A) 
Xlflt(•l•~IFT2(K) 
C:O lf1 JIHll 
c 











[f <C?.'1,l T • t ,Af•lOl C=!ttat ,E't:•tPI 
lf(CIH,LT,J.~~-1~) Cl~•l,0E•l0 
IFIC(2,0,KJ.GT.C?.HlGQ 10 on 
C TtST F~R THM£E PHARES 
IF(C(],4 1 Kl.LT,C3M•C(2,0,K)/C2H) GO IQ 5~ 
c 
C 1YPE Ill+) LORE 




C(l13 1 K)•P32/(R3Z+P3?.•P.ll+R]I) 
cc2,3,K)•l,O•(R]l+l.~l•Cll.l1K) 
Cl],),Kl•l.~-cc1.3,K1-c12.~.K) 
IF(C(],J,KJ,LT,C(J,4,K))r,o Tn 25 














314 00 33 ls1,6 
33 c11,z,•>•n,• 
tFCC!J,G,k),r.T,CIJ,l,Kll r.n TO 25 
no 31 1•5,6 









Go TO 1e" 
19 If(C(J,4,K!,LT,CJH•C!t,a,K)/CIM) GO TO 5n 
c 
C TYPE ll(•l LORE 






Jf(C(J,G,K),r.f ,C(J,l,K)) G~ TO Z'S 
IF<•~s(r.2PPCJ,LT,l,)r.o Tn 'AS 
Cl 1,2,1<)•'11•'°' 
C(2,2' 1 1()•1.t1 
f:( ,,i!',K)a1t,A 






















OU Q) l•lrb 
c ( l, 1,-<)2,1,1• 
DO QI 1•5,6 






C(a,(' 1 t()ii:tt,A 
XJfT1(•)•r.22+G~tl(G2\•t(?r3rK)/C(3,3rkl+l,P) 
XlFTtl~l•XIFT21K) 
r.o '" ta" 
THPf.E PHASH 
°'PHASEIK)•) 
'=< l 1 J ,~):l ,71' 
C(Z, 1,k )z:A,,1 
C(J, 1 1 K)z0,l' 
t< tr ?.,te)cOI,'°' 





'lO 51 J•1,) 














r.U TO lllP 
t•••••••• ~t~GLE PHASE RF.GION I TYPE IT(•lr TYPE 11(+) 1 TYPE III ••••••• 
ZS ~P~A~ECKl•I 







,(3,t( )sJ •" 
t;(I Ttt IRA 








no q" J=sz,~ 






no 7<' JuJ,3 
t>o 70 1•1,"C01'1P 
TA c<t•J••>•e,a 










r.o ro tCJP 
12 c<z,z,•l•I,~ 
74 NPHASE(K)el 
C SEPAHATE SUPFACTANT ~UO ALtrHOL FROM CO~PONENT THREE 





oO IAJ JeJ,q 
c<7•J••he.a 











c------------------------------------------------------------·----------c THIS IS A •O~T·FIN~INr. PROGRAM •!TH BISECTION METHOD, 
C CNYERGENC[ IS CHC~En WITH THE VALi~ OF FUNCTION FXAPP: 
C TOLERANCE EPSTIF. IS FIXED IN THIS SU8PROGPAM, 















FOPHAT(//IPX,•PHAS[ CO'-POSITION nlO NOT CONV~RGE IN TJELJNE•) 
~TOP 





lf(AOSCFXAPP),LE,fPSTIEl GO TO• 
r.o TO 2 
XL••PP 
FXLaF)( lpp 
lf(ARS(FXAPPl,LE,EPSTIE) Gn TO • 




SURROUTl"F. TRY(X 1FX) 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------c THIS SUAPROGRA~ GIVES PHASE COHP~SITIONS, 
C THIS PROGRAM IS US[O wH[N THE PLAI POINT IS N~T AT COPHER, 










CO~H0NtTRY/A,B,G 1 F,IFX 1 ALPHA 1 8fTA 1 ~K 
lh1KK 
lf(~PHASE(K)•q)IP 1 2e 1 3A 
Yo(XIA) .. (1,18) 
Z•G••c-1./r)•X••Ct.l'l 
lf!Z,GT,l,F•l0)GO To 12 
PRINT I"~ 

























C(t1~ 1 Kl•l,•C(2,l1Kl•C<3131~l 
FXa(C(J131K)•C(31G1K))•(C(2 1 1 1 kl•Cl2 1 •,K))•(C(~,l,k)•C(3,•,K))•( 
1C12 13,K)•CIZ141Kl) 
~ETURN 
C CALCUTE THf CONC, OF WATER, Olli SURFACTANT IN EACH PHA8F 
C AT RIGHT NOOE (TYPF TIJ) PHASE BEHAVIOR, 






Pa((C(~1Z1Kl•ALPHA•C(l,2,k))/G/(t,+C(l12 1 Kl•IALPHA•RETA)• 








t(l 0 3,Kl•l·•C(2 0 J,Kl•C(J 1 J,K) 












COt4f'10N/lif'"l/C5,C3R 0 C,,A,CblOT, 'lRJr '16,FT3 1 f ff), St K,Cft ,CSA 
JTFR•~ 








lf(kKC,Lf,l 0 ~E·l~lGO TO 48 






C IUN [XCHAtfr.f ~lfH ~URFACTANT C~HPLEK 
c USING tlE~TOtf RAPl<SIJN ITF.RATl'1N HETt<on TU FINO THE COQR(T 
















lf(APS(h[LTA),lE,l,9E•5~lG'1 TO 45 
UILC}s(FT60•FT,f>·FT3~•FTb6)/~[lTA 
llELt"• (FT JP•F Tl>J•FT60•FTHl /OEL TA 
IH.Ro!TEQtl 
lf(JTER.~T.s~·>~o TO Q7 






















c JON EXCHANGE ~f.T~Ef.N snotuH ANO CALCIUH ~y 
c HASS ACTJON, NO su•F•CTANT CnHPlEX, 
c USING ~fwrn~ NAPHSON ITE••TION HETMOO TO FINO THE CORRECT 












C(h,o,<l•Cl6,l 1 Kl•S(1 1 Kl+C(6,2 1 K)•S(2,K)+Cl6 1 3r~l•,(J 1 K) 
F6•C(6,•,~)+C6n+C6HAT•66 




r;o fn tJq 
50 FP•IF6·F~)/0Cl 
tl61J,KJsr.h•F6/fP 
I lf.~cl TE Rt I 
1r1ITfq,r.T,4~) GUT~ •7 
lt(C(6,J,Kl.LT;•,n1c16,J,K)•C6/Z; 






c--------·-·------------·-·--------·---·---------·---·--·-···--------··· t c•ttut•TE THE CONCfHTIOHS OF COHPLEX,SOOIUH,C•LCIUH,SURFACTANT 
C IN AQUlOUS PHASf. ANO IN ROCK PHA~F 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------- 






















C PARTIALLY NFYERSIRLE LANGHUIR•TYPE AO~ORPTION FOR SURFACTANT. 
c ansnqPTJOll IS RfVfRSl~LE WITH s•LtNttY 
C RIJT lRREYERSIRLF. HITll StlRHr.TANT COllCENTRATIOll• 
E~PL•N•TTON or YARl•RLES 
ClPH I ~~FACTANT CONCENTRATION IN HOST SUPFACTANT RICH PHASE 
Alll I SALINITY ~EPf."OFNT PARA"IETER FOP ADSORPTION CALCULATION 







C Xl I IN • C(3,0,K) I TOTAL ~URFACTANT CONCENTRATION INCLUOING 
C AOSttR•EO ~URFACTANT ON ~TlTTUNlRY PHASE 
C I OU! a Ctl,•,~) I TOTAL ~UPFaCTANT CONCENTRATION ONLY TN 
C "ll•BILE PllASES 
C lUH I I" • OLD Tft1EL£YEL Sll'IFlCT&NT ADSORPTION 
C OU! • NEW Tl"l'lEYF.L S11PFACUNT ADSORPTlOt• 
c 01.oalo I '" • PARl .. f.TfR AlO AT OlO TlHELEYEl 
C OUT • PARAl•f.TER A30 AT 11£_, Tl"ElEVfl 
c-----------------------------------··~·-·····-························· c 
Cllti~Ofl/CH£MA0/C3PH, A ,O, "10 
CJlllS••3~•C3P~/(l,+DJO•C3PH) 
C3AOSl•A3D•APX3/0lOl3D 
l~ICJAUSt 0 r.E 0 AOXl)CllOSl•AOX} 
or.1•o~ac31os-c1•os1 
lf(DC3AO~.LE •• ~eM~l)r.o TD 2 
lf(C3•ns .GE. Xll GO TO I 
Xl•X3•C3AOS 
APX!•C1AnS 
GO TO 1 
Al•X3WXJ 
xl•R.n 















IF<oc•aDR.LE •• ~~09l)RETURN 












c------------------------------------------------------------------~----c Tlll5 sunPRllr.RAH C•Lr.•ILATE HAT~RJAL UL&NCE ERROR, 
c GRID co••STRHCTION IS llL(ICK CENTf.REO GAio, 
c 
C ZI • INJECTED AMOUNT 
C ZE • INITIALLY EXISTED &HOU~T 
C PR • PRQOUCf.D lMO~NT 
C AO~ • lD~OP!IEl> AMOUNT 




OlHE~~IOH A05(7),PR(7),CH0A(7),E(7) 0 RE(7) 
CO"HON/NO/ICT,rr.r1.rcT?.,XICT,NCO~P 
CU~HON/PPOO[tt/ER,P(7),P,,Zl(7) 1 ZE(7),S? 
CO~HON/80LICC7,1,1?.),SCJ,ll),Ff (J,12),NPH&SE(ll) 
COllHON/SYSTEH/llT, AllPER" 1PHl 1EPHllof PHll,OJSPJ (I) 
COMHhN/l05QRP/C3&oss<•~>.t1&0S~<·~>,C6lO~S(IP),C6HAT~(IH) 
COH~ON/C~/C~l058(4~),CC~(ll) 
oq 1~ !•1,1 
10 CHhQltl•AOS(l)•~.P 
CbHATsl-1.l" 














tr.Of'!( a) aCHOIJ ( 4 l •f.Pltl 4 
lllS(3l .. OS(l)•F.Ptll3 
&US(ft)•AOS(a)•FPll!a 
AO~(~)•AOS(6)tC6HAT 




no 5? t•t .••Cf>HO 
tF<<zt<l>+ZE(lll,LF.,n,~~P01) GO TO 51 
E<ll•PD(J)t&OS!l)tf.M06(tl•Zl(l)•l£(1) 
R~lll•E(t)/(Zl(t)tl£(J)l 




1>0 6~ fa1,t•COMP 
6Q P~INT llP1lo7E(l)oZlll) 1 PR(l) 1 l0S(t),C~aR(J),E(l) 1 RE!I) 











SEMI-DISCRETE ~ITH RKl2 
"W AIJSORPTJUM 
DATA FILE FUR JAPEX2 
SEHT•DI~CHETE HFTHOD 
llq IS 11si:.o 




ISOLV: I lSEl4: 2 HFTH: 3 
vr: • 4·'3"1 FFOV: 0 0Q\llOI NCD"P" f> 
UT: lo'• ~Htl-HA AF>PEkM: I• ll•'llV. PHtc ,21!011 
C5JI: .1:1·l~('I C"II= "·"'<lilt'! St= 0&31Hl 
r.11= 6.i!ll511 Gl2• -7.1!1580 r.n" • 11111"' 
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